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ABSTRACT

The Near Neutral Calibration Process was conducted on three different printing
processes. They ware the flexo direct-print corrugated press (Bobst 160), the flexo
narrow-web press (Comco Captain), and the commercial sheetfed offset lithographic
press (Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102). The E-flute Kemiart Lite liner corrugated board
was used for the Bobst, the gloss label substrate was used for the Comco, and the gloss
text paper was used for the Heidelberg. The ISO 2846-5 ink sets were both donated from
Color Resolutions Internationals for two flexo printing processes. An ISO 2846-1 ink set
from Toyo was used for sheetfed offset lithographic process. The print attributes, color
attributes and visual comparison were compared among these three different printing
processes. The print attributes included chroma of the mid-tone three-color neutral gray,
mid-tone three-color neutral print density, solid ink density, print contrast, 50% tone
value increase, and trapping. The color attributes included color difference and color
gamut. The visual comparison was conducted using two ISO SCID images under the
standard D50 light booth. This study found that there were statistically significant
differences for most of the print attributes among three printing processes. The Bobst 160
had a smaller color gamut than that of the other two printing processes. However, there
was no statistically significant mean color difference value between the Bobst 160 and
the Comco Captain, between the Bobst 160 and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102, and
between the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. The average ΔE2000
color difference values were less than 4. In addition, more than half of 30 participants
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answered that ―yes, they would accept the visual differences among three prints‖. As a
result, by implementing the custom Near Neutral Calibration Process to calibrate three
different printing processes to achieve neutral at 50C40M40Y gray, the color difference
can be reduced significantly while the print attributes and color gamut were significantly
different.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Introductory Statement
Tone reproduction and color reproduction are two major terms used to describe
image reproduction in the printing process. Tone reproduction is the print quality that
describes the lightness dimension of color space. When the overall contrast throughout
the tone scale appears similar to the original, we say that a reproduction has good tonal
qualities. Color reproduction is objective to match the original through the reproduction
process. Tone reproduction is considered to be the most important contributor to overall
color reproduction quality (Field, 2004). The discussions of controlling both tone
reproduction and color reproduction are popular topics among the industry for consistent,
repeatable, and predictable color. More often, the quality of color reproduction has been a
critical concern in the printing industry. Over the years, technology improvements have
continued to make color reproduction easier and have reduced the amount of difficulties
found throughout the industry.
As with other industries, there are specifications written to provide printers
reference sources for printing. Different printing processes use different printing
specifications for printing guidelines. For example, General Requirements for
Applications in Commercial Offset Lithography (GRACoL) is a specification that is used
as a reference source in commercial offset lithographic printing for quality color printing.
However, printing does not just simply print to the specification; it involves calibrating
devices, and applying a color management workflow of characterized devices. A new
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concept, the G7TM calibration process, has been introduced to the commercial offset
lithographic printing industry. It is a proposed calibration method developed to support
the GRACoL7 specification and to improve color matching across media and print
processes. The goal of the G7TM calibration process is to match appearance of which gray
balance is one of the most vital metrics of visual appearance (Hutcheson, n.d.) across
various media. Therefore, when the G7TM calibration is used for any process color
reproduction, the appearance of the reproduction from different devices should ―look‖ the
same. Over the years, the printing industry has used different specifications as references
for different printing segments to control the processes and resulting color reproduction.
If the G7TM calibration process can be applied in different printing segments in addition
to commercial offset lithography, and achieve the goal of matching visual appearance,
this calibration methodology could help printers by improving and simplifying press
control to match color appearances between print and proof. It would also assist different
printing processes to result in similar color appearances. In addition, according to
Calibrating, Printing and Proofing by the G7TM Method, the G7TM calibration
methodology is applicable to any CMYK imaging process. The methodology of the G7TM
calibration process is based on achieving gray balance. Due to different printing
processes utilizing different printing techniques, the methodology of the G7TM calibration
process was not applicable to all the printing processes. The Near Neutral Calibration
Process is a custom calibration process that is used to calibrate a press to a near neutral
condition; it is based on the colorimetric measurement of 50C40M40Y gray patch. The
colorimetric measurement was indicated by using CIE L*a*b* color space, which is a
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three dimensional color space. The L* indicates lightness, a* indicates the color red (+a*)
to green (-a*), and b* indicates the color yellow (+b*) to blue (-b*). As the result, when
a* and b* colorimetric values are close to 0, the color will be close to neutral. The goal of
the Near Neutral Calibration Process and the G7TM Calibration Process are the same,
which uses this colorimetric concept to target 0 for a* and -1 for b* at 50C40M40Y gray
patch. As a result, the Near Neutral Calibration Process was used for different printing
processes to examine the results of color reproduction among the processes.

Problem Statement
G7TM, a calibration method for calibrating presses to match visual appearance was
released March, 2006. This calibration method is based on colorimetric measurements to
solve the problems of matching the appearance of the proofs with printed reproductions.
It calibrates devices to the condition that is capable of matching appearance across the
media. The G7TM methodology was originally written for the commercial offset
lithographic printing segment. The aim of the G7TM is to calibrate the press to a neutral
condition. According to this concept, a custom calibration process, the Near Neutral
Calibration Process, should be able to apply to different printing processes and devices to
match appearances. Different printing processes include but are not limited to
commercial sheetfed lithography and flexography. In the flexographic printing industry,
the G7TM calibration process has been tested with some successes using CMYK process
colors on flexible packaging, labels, envelopes, and newsprint (Mazur, 2006). However,
the G7TM calibration process was not able to be fully implemented into the flexographic
printing process for this study. Therefore, this study used a custom Near Neutral
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Calibration Process to evaluate how it can be utilized for different printing processes and
what calibration procedures need to be followed for different printing processes.

Significance of the Study
Improvements in printing technologies can move quickly into the mainstream of
the printing industry and it is important to recognize current technologies and their uses
in order to make technologies more practical to the industry. A number of major printing
markets are implementing new technologies for improving color reproduction. Topics
related to the quality of color reproduction are frequently discussed and presented
through printing industry conferences. Repeatable, predictable, and consistent color
reproduction has been successfully implemented in most segments of the industry
through implementing color management workflows. Nevertheless, the complexity of the
process workflow for quality control has confused printers and needs to be addressed for
successfully optimizing color reproduction.
The development of the G7TM calibration procedures may reduce the complexity
of traditional calibration in the commercial printing segment. According to Calibrating,
Printing and Proofing by the G7TM Method, the G7TM calibration methodology utilizes a
computer-to-plate (CtP) system and an ISO 12647-2 ink set to provide greater press
control and tighter tolerances. Because the calibration strategy of the G7TM procedures is
based on how images appear to eyes, this process should apply to many different printing
processes. The G7TM calibration is currently being applied to commercial and publication
printing, newsprint, and also to packaging. The IDEAlliance GRACoL and SWOP
(Specifications Web Offset Publications) Committees recommended that the G7TM
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calibration process be used as the basis for proofing and publication printing (Kennedy,
2007). There have been trials on the G7TM calibration among different printing segments
since the G7TM methodology was introduced to the industry, but the multiple comparisons
among the processes have not been done. In addition, since G7TM methodology was first
introduced and implemented in the commercial sheetfed lithography, the procedures and
calibration strategy were all based on the offset lithographic printing, which might not be
applicable for other printing processes. This study used a custom Near Neutral
Calibration Process to identify, evaluate, and compare the results of color reproduction
across media and processes.

Purpose of the Study
Since colorimetric based ICC profiles have been successful for improving the
printed reproduction of colors in various printing segments and the G7 TM calibration
process has been able to match color appearances on commercial sheetfed offset
lithography, researchers are interesting in exploring the technical improvements in the
industry. This study addressed the use of the Near Neutral Calibration Process in
commercial sheetfed offset lithography and flexography. Therefore, the objectives of this
study were:
1. To explore the color reproduction results of using the Near Neutral Calibration
Process for different printing processes.
2. To understand and examine the Near Neutral Calibration Process for different
printing processes.
3. To compare how different or similar the colors are among different printing
processes.
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4. To recognize the current developed techniques and technologies in today’s
printing industry.

Questions for the Study
The following research questions and sub-research questions, derived from the
main research question were addressed to gather the data to satisfy the stated problem of
this study:
1. How can the Near Neutral Calibration Process be used across different
printing processes and the results of important print attributes? Six
sub-research questions were derived from this research question.
a. Are there any significant differences in neutral print density among
different printing processes?
b. Are there any significant differences in colorimetric value of gray balance
among different printing processes?
c. Are there any significant differences in solid ink density among different
printing processes?
d. Are there any significant differences in print contrast among different
printing processes?
e. Are there any significant differences in trapping among different printing
processes?
f. Are there any significant differences in 50% tone value increase among
different printing processes?
2. How much different or similar are the colors among specified printing
processes?

Hypotheses
To test the research questions, the following hypotheses are proposed to find
whether statistically significant differences exist.
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To test the first research question, weighted analyses of variance reinforced by
Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to analyze the mean differences among the printing
processes.
Research Hypothesis 1
There is a significant difference in mean chroma value of neutral gray of printed
reproductions among three different printing processes.
Ha: Not all means are equal
Null Hypothesis 1
There is no significant difference in mean chroma value of neutral gray of printed
reproductions among three different printing processes.
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
(µ1 indicated the mean chroma value of neutral gray of flexo direct-print corrugated
board, µ2 indicated the mean chroma value of neutral gray of flexo narrow-web, µ3
indicated the mean chroma value of neutral gray of lithographic printing process)
Research Hypothesis 2
There is a significant difference in mean neutral print density of printed
reproductions among three different printing processes.
Ha: Not all means are equal
Null Hypothesis 2
There is no significant difference in mean neutral print density of printed
reproductions among three different printing processes.
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
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(µ1 indicated the mean neutral print density of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2
indicated the mean neutral print density of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean
neutral print density of lithographic printing process)
Research Hypothesis 3
There is a significant difference in mean solid ink density of printed reproductions
among three different printing processes.
Ha: Not all means are equal
Null Hypothesis 3
There is no significant difference in mean solid ink density of printed
reproductions among three different printing processes.
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
(µ1 indicated the mean solid ink density of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2
indicated the mean solid ink density of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean solid ink
density of lithographic printing process)
Research Hypothesis 4
There is a significant difference in mean print contrast of printed reproductions
among three different printing processes.
Ha: Not all means are equal
Null Hypothesis 4
There is no significant difference in mean print contrast of printed reproductions
among three different printing processes.
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
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(µ1 indicated the mean print contrast of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2 indicated
the mean print contrast of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean print contrast of
lithographic printing process)
Research Hypothesis 5
There is a significant difference in mean trapping of printed reproductions among
three different printing processes.
Ha: Not all means are equal
Null Hypothesis 5
There is no significant difference in mean trapping of printed reproductions
among three different printing processes.
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
(µ1 indicated the mean trapping of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2 indicated the
mean trapping of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean trapping of lithographic
printing process)
Research Hypothesis 6
There is a significant difference in mean 50% tone value increase of printed
reproductions among different printing processes.
Ha: Not all means are equal
Null Hypothesis 6
There is no significant difference in mean 50% tone value increase of printed
reproductions among three different printing processes.
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
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(µ1 indicated the mean 50% tone value increase of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2
indicated the mean 50% tone value increase of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean
50% tone value increase of lithographic printing process)
To answer the second research question, the one-sample t-Test was used to
investigate how different or similar the colors are between groups from three different
printing processes. The critical value used for this study was the value of ΔE 2000.
However, the ranges of ΔE2000 were not indicated in the literature. The ranges of ΔE ab
were indicated in Colour Control in Lithography by Kelvin Tritton. The researcher used
GreatagMacbeth MeasureTool software application to compare two color profiles by
using ΔEab and ΔE2000 equations to discover the relationship between these two equations.
It was found that the difference between ΔE2000 and ΔEab was about three-quarters. In
other words, when the color difference ΔEab was 8, the color difference ΔE2000 was about
4.57. Additionally, the test of population proportion was used to examine the results of
visual comparison among three different prints.
Table 1. Color Difference for Typical Classes of Work
Color Difference Equations
ΔEab 0.5 to 2 ΔE2000 0.29 to 1.14
ΔEab 2 to 4 ΔE2000 1.14 to 2.29
ΔEab 4 to 8 ΔE2000 2.29 to 4.57
ΔEab above 8 ΔE2000 above 4.57
(Source: Tritton, 1997).

Description
Critical color match, just perceptible
Acceptable for most printing where side by side comparison is possible
Acceptable color match where side by side comparison is not possible
Significant visual difference
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Research Hypothesis 7
The color difference ΔE2000 value is greater than 4.57 between two flexographic
printing processes.
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between two different
flexographic printing processes)
Null Hypothesis 7
The color difference ΔE2000 value is less or equal to 4.57 between two different
flexographic printing processes.
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between two different
flexographic printing processes)
Research Hypothesis 8
The color difference ΔE2000 value is greater than 4.57 between the flexo
direct-print corrugated board and the lithographic printing process.
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the flexo direct-print
corrugated board and the lithographic printing process)
Null Hypothesis 8
The color difference ΔE2000 value is less or equal to 4.57 between the flexo
direct-print corrugated board and the lithographic printing process.
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
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(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the flexo direct-print
corrugated board and the lithographic printing process)
Research Hypothesis 9
The color difference ΔE2000 value is greater than 4.57 between the flexo
narrow-web and the lithographic printing process.
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the flexo
narrow-web and the lithographic printing process)
Null Hypothesis 9
The color difference ΔE2000 value is less or equal to 4.57 between the flexo
narrow-web and the lithographic printing process.
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the flexo
narrow-web and the lithographic printing process)
Research Hypothesis 10
The color difference ΔE2000 value is greater than 4.57 between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo direct-print corrugated board.
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo direct-print corrugated board)
Null Hypothesis 10
The color difference ΔE2000 value is less or equal to 4.57 between the
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GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo direct-print corrugated board.
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo direct-print corrugated board)
Research Hypothesis 11
The color difference ΔE2000 value is greater than 4.57 between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo narrow-web.
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo narrow-web)
Null Hypothesis 11
The color difference ΔE2000 value is less or equal to 4.57 between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo narrow-web.
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo narrow-web)
Research Hypothesis 12
The color difference ΔE2000 value is greater than 4.57 between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the lithographic printing process.
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the lithographic printing process)
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Null Hypothesis 12
The color difference ΔE2000 value is less or equal to 4.57 between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the lithographic printing process.
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the lithographic printing process)
Two ISO CMYK SCID (CMYK Standard Color Image Data) images N3: Fruits &
Basket and N4: Wine & Tableware from each of three printing processes were visually
compared under the standard D50 light booth. Junior and higher level students and
faculty from the Department of Graphic Communications were randomly selected and
were asked to respond to the following question ―Would you accept the visual differences
among three prints?‖ The responses were either yes, the visual differences among three
prints were acceptable or no, the visual differences among three prints were not
acceptable. There were a total of thirty participants in this study.
Research Hypothesis 13
The proportion of yes responses is higher than 50% of total responses.
Ha: πyes > 0.5
Null Hypothesis 13
The proportion of yes responses is less than or equal to 50% of total responses.
Ho: πyes = 0.5
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Assumptions of the Study
The following assumptions were made in the study:
1. The experiment took place in different facilities. The temperature and
humidity of the lab could not be controlled, but were documented for the
experiment. Therefore, it is assumed that the environment did not have any
influences on the results of the experiment.
2. It is assumed that all conditions and components remain the same through the
experiment.
3. It is assumed that the experience of the operator does not have influence on
the results of the experiment.

Limitations of the Study
The following limitations were important to interpret the conclusions and
recommendations of this study:
1. The experiment took the place in different facilities in South Carolina and
Georgia. The presses and the technologies employed are limited to those
facilities. Therefore, the results might not apply to all other same processes.
2. The study only tested the method of Near Neutral Calibration Process for
different printing processes. This study did not attempt to investigate other
measures of the quality of the system, such as runnability and printability of
the presses.
3. Different line screens were employed according to the need of different
printing processes.
4. Due to different sizes of the presses used for this study, the size of press test
form could not be the same.
5. Due to different sizes of press test form, all the target elements could not be
included in every press test form. Only P2P23× target and two ISO SCID
images were included in each individual press test form.
6. Due to the expenses of corrugated boards, 250 sheets were run on Bobst 160.
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Delimitation of the Study
1. The experiment was only conducted on commercial sheetfed offset
lithography and flexography for this study.
2. The six color in-line narrow-web flexo press, Comco Captain, four color
in-line direct print corrugated press, Bobst 160, and seven color commercial
sheetfed offset press, Heidelberg Speedmaster CD105 were used for the
experiment of this study.
3. Non ISO standard substrates were used for all the processes in this study.
4. Only CtP (Computer-to-Plate) was used for outputting plates for this study.
5. Only ISO 2846-1 and ISO 2846-5 ink sets were used for commercial sheetfed
offset lithography and flexography of this study.

Definition of Terms
Characterization: The process of using characterization targets to determine the
relationship between actual and target values. There are three different types of
characterization targets for different purposes: IT8.7/1 transparency target and IT8.7/2
reflection print target are designed for characterizing the input devices and IT8.7/3 output
target is designed for characterizing output devices. It uses a common measurement
system to transfer image data from one color reproduction device to another (Field,
2004).
CIE: the abbreviated name for the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairagean,
which is also known as the International Commission on Illumination. It is an
international standards-setting organization that provides information on the science and
art of lighting for colorimetry and related measurements (International Commission on
Illumination, 2004).
Colorimetry: A term used in color science, which is a method of measuring and
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evaluating colors of objects or images (Field, 2004).
Color Reproduction: Color reproduction is the process of making colored images
of an original object. The process involves the use of an optical system, a light sensitive
material, and an image processing method (Field, 2004).
Flexographic Image Reproduction Specifications and Tolerances (FIRST): Is a set
of specifications are used in flexographic industry to produce a predictable consistent
reproduction. FIRST outlines the processes and specifications in order to improve color
reproduction, to develop better raw materials, and to grow the overall flexographic
industry (FIRST, 2003).
G7TM: The new IDEAlliance proof-to-print process, is based on principles of
digital imaging, spectrophotometry, and computer-to-plate (CtP) technologies (Quiz: Do
you know the difference between GRACoL, GRACoL7 and G7? n.d.). It is a new
calibration method developed to support the GRACoL7 specification (Calibrating,
printing and proofing by the G7TM method, 2006).
Gray Balance: Describes the values of the yellow, magenta, and cyan are needed
to reproduce neutral gray. When gray balance is achieved, it is say that color balance is
also achieved (Field, 2004).
ICC Profile: the ICC profile is the standard for color profiles in color management
systems, which is created by specific computer software (Sihl Digital Imaging, 2002).
International Color Consortium (ICC): an internationally qualified committee
established in 1993 by eight founding members; Adobe, Agfa, Apple, Kodak, Taligent,
Microsoft, Sun, and Silicon Graphics, which sets standards for color profiles (Adams II &
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Weisberg, 2000).
Neutral Print Density Curve (NPDC): Is the relationship between measured
neutral density and original halftone percentages on a printed gray scale (Calibrating,
printing, and proofing by the G7TM method, 2006).
Optimization: Determining the best combination of variables to produce the
desired result.
Press2Proof Target (P2P Target): A compact target used for analyzing NPDC and
other variables during the calibration process (Calibrating, printing, and proofing by the
G7TM method, 2006).
Solid Ink Density: The density of the solid ink patch that can be reproduced
during the processes (Brehm, 1996).
Tone Value Increase: Is the value increase in apparent size of the halftone dot
from the halftone negative to plate and on the substrate or from digital plate to substrate
(Southworth & Southworth, 1989). Tone value increase has both a physical and an optical
increase. The physical increase is an increase in the dot area whereas an optical increase
is caused by light scatter from the substrate (Field, 2004).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
A critical issue for the majority of print buyers has been the quality of color
reproduction in print market segments. Technical innovations and improvements are
constantly introduced to address color reproduction issues. Optimal color reproduction
depends on the various variables that need to be controlled from creation to prepress to
pressroom to finishing and converting. A printed color image is created by superimposing
four or more monochrome images, typically cyan, magenta, yellow, and black in register to
one to another. Therefore, each single color performs to reproduce color printed images
and controls the composite color reproduction of a color image. Optimal tone reproduction
is one primary focus of the study. In addition, gray balance is a second important quality
attribute for color reproduction. By first controlling gray balance, it is possible to achieve
optimal tone reproduction. Optimized tone reproduction impacts gray balance input/output
relationships. Human perception is very sensitive to the neutral grays of a color
reproduction. Any color cast can be easily recognized if color values are not balanced.
Therefore, this study was conducted to analyze the best combinations of different variables
to build optimal tone reproduction, evaluate gray balance, and then evaluate the
relationships and interactions between different printing variables in advance. To support
the study, the importance of color reproduction is reviewed, the importance of tone
reproduction and gray balance is explained, significant technologies ICC workflow, G7 TM
calibration methodology are discussed.
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Introduction to Color Reproduction
Before discussing and introducing tone reproduction, gray balance, colorimetry,
and densitometry in detail, it is important to understand the theory of color reproduction.
The history of color reproduction can be traced back to 1893 in New York, William Kurtz
who produced the first commercial photomechanical color reproduction. A key question
considered by Kurtz was how will the separated film appear when printed? Color
separation films or plates are the monotone images that superimposed cyan, magenta,
yellow, and black ink images to form the color reproduction. In order to evaluate if the
desired printed results will be achieved, color separations have to be adjusted prior to
printing. Color reproduction and color prediction tasks are challenges that have been
addressed during the past 100 years (Field, 2004).
In photomechanical reproduction, the original to be reproduced will contain
specific colored pigments. This highlights the color reproduction problem, which is to
reproduce a full-color image by using limited printing inks (usually four process colors)
(Yule, 1967). An important concept must be considered in order to understand how color
reproduction works. ―Color is not created by ink or dye on paper. Instead, ink modifies
the amount of colored light that reflects off the paper. The color is actually in the light‖
(DiCosola, 2003). The color properties of inks are consequential to light absorption. The
light that is not absorbed will reflect from paper back to our eyes. This is the color that
we perceive. Therefore, paper takes an important place affecting the reflection (Yule,
1967).
Color reproduction is considered by some as a copying process in the printing
industry. ―Match the original‖ is usually the desire and requirement from the customer.
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The original could be an oil painting, a 35 mm transparency, and today most likely a
digital file to be reproduced as a printed product. Because the type of the original may be
thought of as an independent variable, the optimal reproduction technique will also vary
according to the original and the purpose of the printed images. Therefore, in order to
achieve an expected result, the combination of the type of original and the kind of color
reproduction printed are major concerns. The three common types of photomechanical
color reproduction may be described as: exact, optimum, or creative (Field, 2004).
1. Exact color reproduction: Exact color reproduction requires the reproduction
must be an exact visual match to the original.
2. Optimum color reproduction: Optimum color reproduction is the most
commonly used by the printing industry. This type of color reproduction has
three aspects: preferred color reproduction, corrective color reproduction and
compromise color reproduction.
a. Preferred color reproduction: Preferred color reproduction describes the
changes that are made on purpose during the reproduction process to
distinguish particular colors and make colors more desirable to the viewer.
b. Corrective color reproduction: Corrective color reproduction is to remove
certain distortions in the original in the reproduction.
c. Compromise color reproduction: Compromise color reproduction is used
when the gamut and Dmax of the original very different from the
reproduction system. The image structure (sharpness, resolution,
graininess, moiré) between original and reproduction are different.
Compromise color reproduction makes changes to achieve the best
reproduction under existing circumstances.
3. Creative color reproduction: Creative color reproduction is used to achieve a
more effective or attractive reproduction.
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There are specific factors affecting color reproduction (JGH, 1996). Among these
factors are:
1. Paper
Coated stocks and uncoated stocks affect the results on visual appearance of
the CMYK printing process reproductions. Uncoated stocks produce a narrower range of
colors than coated stocks due to the rough surface. The rough surface scatters the amount
of light bounces off the paper back to the viewer.
2. Viewing conditions
Light sources affect the colors human see. Fluorescent light adds green to
colors while incandescent light adds reds, so colors viewed under fluorescent light will
look different when viewed under incandescent light. To solve this situation, a standard
viewing condition was developed for the printing industry. The standard viewing
condition is known as D50 (5000 Kelvin) light source with a neutral gray background
surround. This light source represents daylight with equal parts of red, green, and blue.
3. Color management
There are many variables that exist affecting the appearance of the color
reproduction. Therefore, color communication is necessary to solve and eliminate
variables to achieve proper color reproduction. Color communication is used to translate
color language between different devices and situations. Color management has
developed for color communication purposes. By implementing color management
systems, color reproduction will be improved.
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Introduction to Gray Balance
The importance of gray balance to color reproduction was frequently studied in
numerous research projects. Therefore, in this section, the author will introduce what gray
balance is and discuss its importance and the factors affecting its performance on color
reproduction in the following sub-sections.
The gray balance chart as shown in the Figure 1 was made with different tone levels
of cyan, magenta, and yellow: highlight, quartertone, midtone, three quartertone, and
shadow tones are included. Each tone level of the gray balance chart consists a field of tint
patches with gradually changing magenta tone values along with vertical direction and
gradually changing yellow tone values along with horizontal direction. The tone value of
cyan is constant for all patches in a given matrix. The gray balance chart is a process
standardization target that is designed to determine the three color halftone dot percents for
cyan, magenta, and yellow that will reproduce neutral gray. The gray balance chart will
only be reliable information if the printing process is operating within control limits (GATF
Test Form User Guide). There are two sub-sections below which will discuss the
importance of gray balance to the printed reproduction and factors affecting gray balance.

Figure 1. Gray Balance Charts
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Importance of Gray Balance
The importance of gray balance and its use for quality control measure is discussed
in numerous literature and research projects. According to US Ink, the color quality of the
final printed product is determined by the appropriate gray balance. For color separation in
prepress, gray balance is known as the second step that undertaken by the color separator
(Understanding the importance of gray balance). In the book, ―Principles of Color
Photography‖, Evans, Hanson and Brewer stated ―Experience has shown that one of the
prime requirements which a color reproduction process must fulfill is that it reproduces a
scale of neutrals approximately as neutrals‖. In order to fulfill this requirement, printers
have used the gray scale and gray balance as a quality control check (Evans, Hanson, &
Brewer, 1953). If the neutral scale does not reproduce properly, it will cause the picture as a
whole to have a color cast. This is the result of color imbalance. ―Gray balance is not only
important for the accurate reproduction of neutrals in a picture but is also important for the
overall hue balance of the picture‖, Pobboravsky stated in his research project in 1966. In
his research project, two methods were compared for calculating the amount of ink
required for gray balance. His research found that the colors in the reproduction would be
affected by the deviation from gray balance to have an overall color cast, even if there were
no neutrals in the picture (Pobboravsky, 1966).
The prepress operator sets dot percent ratios of yellow, magenta, and cyan into the
program to specify the output numbers determined during the calibration procedure. When
the films or plates are output to these specified percentages, the proofed or printed piece
should reproduce a neutral gray color (Understanding the importance of gray balance).
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However, this theoretical situation could not be applied to the real world printing. Due to
the limitation of the pigments in the process inks, the equal amount of cyan, magenta, and
yellow process inks do not reflect equal amount of red, green, and blue to produce neutral
gray. An unequal amount of red, green, and blue spectrum were absorbed or reflected by
each of the process inks, as the result of the brownish color was printed rather than the
neutral gray (Understanding the importance of gray balance). Therefore, a properly
balanced ratio of CMY must be specified in order to reproduce neutrals as gray. The gray
scale is comprised of the cyan, magenta, and yellow, so that anything affecting its neutral
characteristics also affects tone reproduction (Southworth & Southworth, 1989).
In any color reproduction system, gray is the most important color because it is the
most memorable color and the criterion for the human visual system to judge colors. Don
Hutcheson pointed out in ―Creating Print Standards‖ that gray has some unique qualities
that can be used in any print standard (2005);
1. Because gray does not have hue or saturation, it is a visual criterion for judging
the accuracy of soft colors.
2. Gray can be simply controlled by adding the individual C, M, and Y calibration
curves in CtP or digital proofing systems.
3. It does not affect the total color gamut of the system, if gray balance is
controlled by colorant-specific functions.
4. Gray balance is an isolated variable that can be pre-corrected.
5. Gray balance can be observed quickly and easily. Gray balance charts indicated
the overall health of a total imaging system, including ink densities, trapping,
and dot gain.
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Factors Affecting Gray Balance
The previous section we talked about the importance of gray balance on the color
and tone reproduction. In this section, factors affecting gray balance will be discussed (Lin,
2005).
1. Color Ink Properties
The color of process inks are not purely only the colors that suppose to be. This
called hue error. Due to hue error of process inks, equal amounts of cyan, magenta, and
yellow inks will not produce pure neutral gray. Therefore, ink volume control is critical for
producing neutral gray. In addition, the ink volume also affects dot percentage on the
plates. Therefore, ink volume has to be controlled to have neutral gray and appropriate dot
percentage on the plates. To control ink volume, solid ink density must be addressed.
2. Paper
Due to the differences of surface on the substrates, dot percentages would be
different from plates to substrates. Normally, dot gain occurs during reproduction process.
A typical ratio of C, M, and Y dot percentage is required to reproduce neutral gray.
Therefore, the control of dot reproduction on a substrate is crucial to obtain gray balance.
Dot gain occurs on the substrate due to the following factors:
a. Absorption of ink from paper
b. Surface reflectance from paper
c. Paper reflectance
d. Multiple internal reflectance from paper
e. Brightness and whiteness properties of paper
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3. Solid ink density
Solid ink density means the maximum density that is printed on paper measured
by a densitometer, which uses R, G, and B filters to measure C, M, and Y, ink densities
respectively. The higher the solid ink density, the higher the dot gain will become, and
lower print contrast. This results in the poor image quality. The performance of the ink also
influence tone reproduction on the substrate. Too much ink cannot allow light to pass
through the substrate, then everything becomes darker. Solid ink density has to be
controlled during the printing process. If solid ink densities of four process color inks are
not controlled within the specification, any differences between four process color inks
would result in poor color balance and poor image quality. Therefore, controlling solid ink
density can result in balanced neutral gray.
4. Dot gain
Dot sizes between the various colors influence color and gray balance. Other
factors causing dot gain to increase include dot shape, incorrect contacting of films and/or
plates, screen ruling, the choice of plate and blanket, ink formulations, and the choice of
paper.
5. Ink trap
Cyan, magenta, and yellow overprint would not reproduce appropriate neutral
gray to the original and would reduce the contrast. Four color overprints could enhance
density in shadows. In addition, GCR (Gray Component Replacement) can be used to
replace three color overprints. By using GCR, the cost of three color inks can be reduced
and good gray balance can be achieved. However, black ink will reduce the contrast.
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Furthermore, ink formulations also affect the amount of ink trap to influence the value of
gray balance.
6. Screen ruling
The amount of dots on the screen is counted as lines per inch, which is called
screen ruling. In practice, the higher the screen ruling, the better printing quality. Different
applications have different requirements. Therefore, several different screen ruling are
used today, 65, 100, 120, 150, 175, 200, and 300 lines/inch. The good quality printed
reproductions does not mean were used higher screen rulings. The results of color
reproduction are also very different with different screen ruling. Therefore, it becomes one
of the factors influencing gray balance.

Introduction to Tone Reproduction
Another important theory to the printing industry is tone reproduction. Both color
reproduction and tone reproduction should be explained in order to understand how printed
products are reproduced by printing processes. Therefore, this section will discuss tone
reproduction. First, we must explain tone reproduction in a very detailed manner. Tone
reproduction is the term that is used to describe the ability to reproduce an original as
accurately as possible within the limited ability of the color reproduction systems (Remaley,
2003). Theoretically, we assumed this relationship between the densities of the original and
the reproduction in the gray scale is the same as in the image, although this is not always
exactly true (Yule, 1967). Gary Field, a color reproduction expert, stated that tone
reproduction is a key quality attribute of a printed reproduction. Good tone reproduction
refers to good tonal range in shadows, highlights, or other areas of the tonal range that are
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important to the viewer. Good tone reproduction sometimes is described in various terms,
such as good shadow detail, smooth skin tones, good contrast, and sharp detail. Tone
reproduction is an important quality attribute of color reproduction. Improper tone
reproduction can have the greatest impact resulting in poor color reproductions. In order to
obtain quality color reproductions, tone reproduction has to be addressed first.
Tone reproduction of a system can be found using a single color, such as a gray
scale. The gray scale is comprised of the single color black at different tints from 1% to
100%. This gray scale provides information on how accurate the tone can be reproduced
by measuring densities and dot percentages (Field, 2004). It is placed along side of the
reproduction to provide information on tone reproduction and gray balance. It provided
information on the relationships between the tones of the halftone image and the tones of
the continuous tone image to be reproduced. It can be expressed by a tone reproduction
curve. Tone values were described in terms of density in a tone reproduction curve. The
horizontal axis was the density of the continuous tone image and the vertical axis was the
density of the halftone image (Dorst, 1959). Many literatures explained tone reproduction
curve in the photographic system by using Jones diagram. Jones diagram was a two
dimensional diagram by using x axis and y axis to develop four quadrants for a system. It
was developed by Lloyd A. Jones in the 1940s. In a Jones diagram, each axis represents a
different variable. Therefore, the diagram represents four variables, where the first
depends on the next, and so on. Those variables depend on each other successively and
can be expanded to more than four variables. The original Jones diagram used eleven
quadrants to show all the elements of his photographic system (Wikipedia, 2007). Each
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quadrant has a set of input values and a set of output values. The output values from the
first stage become the input values to the second, and so on through the fourth quadrant
to form a chain of input/output relationships (Stroebel, Compton, Current, & Zakia,
2000). Jones diagram was used to express the property of tone reproduction of a
photographic system. As shown is Figure 2 below, the simple explanation of the
relationships among those four quadrants in the photographic system. Figure 3 shows an
example of Jones diagrams for motion-picture film in the photographic system.

Figure 2. Simplified Tone Reproduction System
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Figure 3. A Motion-Picture Film Jones Diagram

The concept of the use of Jones diagram on the tone reproduction can also be used
in the printing system to express the optimum tone reproduction of a printing system.
Figure 4 is an example of the tone reproduction curve of a CtP system. This Jones
diagram is a good way to express and analyze tone reproduction in the printing industry.
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Figure 4. A CtP System Jones Diagram

To obtain optimum tone reproduction for a system, the condition of the system is an
influential factor. There are two procedures used to determine the capability of a tone
reproduction system and they are calibration and characterization. Once the capabilities are
determined and the limitations are identified we can optimize tone reproduction. Because
of the importance of calibration and characterization to tone reproduction, the next section
will focus on calibration and characterization. In addition, halftone screening is another
important factor to tone reproduction. Therefore, the importance of halftone screening to
tone reproduction will be discussed after.
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Calibration and Characterization to Tone Reproduction
Tone reproduction is studied by analyzing the neutral gray scale based on
calibration. Calibration of devices permits accuracy and precision of input/output values of
digital files. The calibrated reproduction system has ability to produce a given range of
distinguishable tones. Therefore, this section will discuss the role of calibration required
for devices in the reproduction/conversion workflow of digital systems.
Tone reproduction is studied by analyzing the neutral gray scale based on
calibration. Calibration of devices permits accuracy and precision of input/output values
of digital files. The calibrated reproduction system has ability to produce a given range of
distinguishable tones. Therefore, this section will discuss the role of calibration required
for devices in the reproduction workflow of digital systems. The calibrated systems
ensure predictable colors. Mr. Chung stated in his research, titled Predictable Color
Methodology that "color predictability begins with device calibration". The calibration
includes standardize Raster Image Processor (RIP) system for plates outputting and
standardize press settings for standard colorants and substrates. Device calibration is used
to calibrate devices to their optimal conditions. The optimal condition of a device refers
to a condition that ensures a device to reproduce the optimal reproduction. Sometimes the
device calibration also refers to calibrating a device to a manufacturer's condition that
enables one to obtain the accurate measurements from the instrument. For example, a
calibrated desitometer ensures the readings are accurate according to its manufacturer's
specification. In other words, a calibrated instrument calibrates to the zero condition,
therefore, all other effects will not have influences on the readings.
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Another important concept relative to predictable color is process
characterization. A characterization target (also called profiling target) must be used when
characterizing a device. The purpose of the target is to collect CIE L*a*b* values from
input and output devices to create device profiles. The device profile contains
characterization data that describe the ability of the device to reproduce colors. Hundreds
of color patches include cyan, magenta, yellow, red, green, blue, and gray scales on the
target. These targets were designed for implementing color management. Therefore,
different types of targets were designed for different devices. Several different targets
were designed by different manufacturers. For an output profiling target, the IT8.7/3,
IT8.7/4, and ECI 2002 targets are used for output profiling. The descriptions of these
three profiling targets are given in Table 2 Output Profiling Targets.

Table 2. Output Profiling Targets
Profiling Targets
IT8.7/3

IT8.7/4

Description
IT8.7/3 target is also
standardized as ISO
12642:1996, which is the
current standard target for
output characterization.

IT8.7/4 is the supplemented
revision of the IT8.7/3 with
1617 unique combinations of
CMYK data sets, which are
appropriate for the packaging
(flexographic) industry.
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Number of Patches
928

1617

Table 2. Output Profiling Targets (Continued)
ECI 2002

ECI 2002, the European Color
Initiative (ECI) target
contains characteristics that
are related to both IT8.7/3 and
IT8.7/4.

1485

(Source: Sharma, 2003).

The IT8.7/1, IT8.7/2, and HutchColor test targets are used for scanner profiling.
Choosing a profiling target is done according to the type of material to be scanned. If
print material is to be scanned, the profiling target needs to be print material based. If
transparency material is to be scanned, the profiling target needs to be transparency
material based. Table 3 Scanner Profiling Targets includes material and the number of
patches (Sharma, 2003).

Table 3. Scanner Profiling Targets
Profiling Targets
IT8.7/1

Material
Transparency material (4×5‖, 35mm)
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Number of Patches
252/288

Table 3. Scanner Profiling Targets (Continued)
IT8.7/2

Print material (5×7‖)

HutchColor

Transparency material (4×5‖)

528

HutchColor

Print material (5×7‖)

528

252/288

(Source: Sharma, 200).

Color predictability also demands color repeatability (Chung, 2006). Calibration
and characterization not only ensure color predictability, but also ensure color repeatability.
Therefore, in order to have predictable and repeatable color reproductions, device
calibration and characterization have to be done.

Halftone Screening to Tone Reproduction
It is important to understand the reason of using halftone screening in the printing
industry and its relationship to the tone reproduction. The reproduction process is not to
simply lay down a thinner or thicker layer of ink to reproduce lighter or darker tones. It is
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reproduced by printing with different sized dots. We see the colorful world as gradations
of tone. Photographs are examples of continuous tone images, which show continuous
density range from light to dark. To make continuous tone images printable, a pattern of
different sized dots are used. Because printing presses and digital printers are binary, they
place ink on the substrate or do not. The human eye is limited in the degree of details, so
the observer perceives these different sized dots as continuous tone. These dots create the
optical illusion of tone gradations, which is called halftone imaging. These dots can be
closer together or far apart to form different resolutions. There are halftone element
choices which form a halftone structure: dot shape, screen ruling frequency, and screen
angle. The structure selection is based upon the printing process, substrate, inks, number
of colors, the nature of the original, and the purpose of the printed product (Field, 2004).
There is no single perfect halftone structure combination for all conditions. However, the
most important element of halftone structure is screen ruling frequency or resolution.
Therefore, the next section will discuss the relationship between screen ruling frequency
or resolution and tone reproduction.

Relationship between Screen Ruling (Resolution) and Tone Reproduction
Screen ruling frequency is described the number of dots in a square and is
expressed as line per inch (LPI). In theory, a higher LPI produces a smoother looking
image because the dots are closer together and they are smaller. The type of job, printing
process, and substrate require different screen ruling to use in order to result in fine tone
reproduction, for example, a billboard poster and display may need a very coarse screen
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pattern for it is viewed at great distance and a photomap may have a very fine screen
pattern for it is viewed at close distance. Basically, the halftone dot pattern should not be
noticeable at the normal viewing distance (Du Pont). However, the kind of resolution is
very important to take into consideration when different type of substrate is going to be
printing on. Ink spreads more when it is printed onto highly absorbent papers (like
newsprint). Therefore, if the dots are spaced too closely together, the ink might spread too
much resulting in more dot gain. In addition the higher line screens the more halftone
dots and more total edge area, then resulting in more dot gain. In this case a lower LPI
would be better to use. Higher quality substrate does not absorb as much ink during
printing so a higher LPI would be a better choice. Therefore, according to the type of
substrates are going to use, different range of LPI can be determined.
Screen ruling controls resolution of the halftone image to go on the press. As it
goes to the pressroom, there are several important variables need to be controlled for
optimizing tone reproduction on the press because their important relationships to screen
ruling and tone reproduction. These variables are dot gain, print contrast, and ink film
thickness. The relationship between dot gain and print contrast is negative that as dot gain
increases print contrast decreases. Therefore, if high LPI is used, more dot gain may
occur and will result in low print contrast. Ink density can be adjusted to increase print
contrast. However, the relationship between density and print contrast is a curvilinear
relationship. As ink density increases, print contrast increases until a point is reached
where further increases in density cause lower print contrast values because the excessive
ink film thickness causes dot gain to increase, thereby decreasing print contrast.
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Therefore, in order to balance density, print contrast, and ink film thickness, density
should be controlled at the point where proper print contrast is achieved. A curve can be
used to determine the process control aimpoints for ink density and print contrast. It is
important to obtain the highest print contrast and this value will be closed to the top of
the curve. When this point is achieved, density should not be added any further
(Southworth, M. & Southworth, D., 1990).

Introduction to Colorimetry
Color reproduction and tone reproduction are two important concepts which need
to be understood in the printing industry. The next important concept will be colorimetry.
Colorimetry was defined as ―a branch of color science concerned with measuring and
evaluating the colors of objects or images‖ (Field, 2004). The colorimetry was first
introduced by CIE and published its colorimetric recommendations in 1931. However,
when colorimetry is used in many areas of science and technology, colorimetric
misinterpretations may confuse experts in a non-colorimetric field. In order to solve this
situation, CIE published its first specialized document on colorimetry in 1971 (Schanda).
CIE standard colorimetric observer describes the concept for the description of color. The
following definition has been defined to interpret the perceptive system of the human eye:
―color stimulus– the physically measurable amount of light radiation generated in the
light source and reflected by the observed object.‖ The visual perception in the eye of
color is described by tristimulus values and can be measured by the color measurement
device (spectrophotometer). A color measurement device measures the color stimulus,
which allows the color perception to be calculated with the standard models, such as
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CIELAB and CIELUV defined by CIE (Brües, 2000). The following sections will explain
color perception and introduce the influence of colorimetry on color reproduction and
workflow.

Color Perception and CIE Color Systems
This section briefly explains how human sees colors. The human eye contains two
types of receptors, cones and rods. The rods are light receptors and are not sensitive to
colors. The cones contain a chemical called rhodopsin, which absorbs light energy and
stimulates an electrochemical response. There are three rhodopsin molecules, one allows
only the shorter wavelengths to pass through, another allows only the longer wavelengths,
and a third has defalut sensitivity to the middle region of the visible spectrum. They
correspond to peaks in the blue, green, and yellow-green regions of the spectrum. The
color human eyes see in an object depends on how much red, green, and blue lights are
reflected to the fovea, which is a small region in the back of the eye. When no light is
reflected to the eye, black is perceived (Green, 1999 & Color perception, 2005).
To see colors, there are three required elements, light source, an object, and the
individual observer that influence the perception of color. Color perception cannot occur
without all three elements to present. An object does not have inherent colors; the
perception of color comes from the reflection of light from an object and is viewed by an
observer (Tawil). The perception of color is affected by the surrounding. Therefore, it is
important to have a standardized viewing condition to perceive color correctly. The
international standard ISO 3664:1974, Viewing conditions-Prints, transparencies and
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photography, based on American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard ANSI
PH2.30-1989, specifies viewing conditions for the printing industry as summarized in
Table 4 (Green, 1999).

Table 4. ISO Viewing Conditions
ISO viewing
condition

Illuminant

Chromaticity
tolerance

Luminace
level

Color
rendering
index
>90

Critical comparison
of prints (P1)

D50

0.005

2,000 lux
±250 lux

Critical comparison
of transparencies
(T1)

D50

0.005

1,270 cd/m2
±160 cd/m2

>90

Practical appraisal
of prints (P2)

D50

0.005

500 lux
±125 lux

>90

Color monitors

D65
white point

0.25

>100 cd/m2

N/A

Surround

Neutral matte
surface; <60%
reflectance
Neutral,
extending at
least 50 mm on
all sides;
5-10% of
luminance
levels
Neutral matte
surface; <60%
reflectance
Neutral; dark
gray or black;
ambient
illumination <
64 lux

(Source: Green, 1999).

Color is a subjective experience because it is a sensation caused by the sensitivity
of human eye to light. Color is in the light. Light is an important component in color
reproduction. Light is energy. Colors human see are elements to compose white light and
these colors are measured by their wavelength in nanometers. Color wavelength is
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measured by spectrophotometry method. In order to describe colors, the CIE
(Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) established a series of color spaces that
represent the visible spectrum. The CIE color systems use three coordinates to locate a
color in a color space. The CIE color spaces include CIE XYZ, CIE L*a*b*, and CIE
L*u*v* and they are device-independent, which mean that colors in these color spaces
are not limited to a particular device. The basic CIE color space is CIE XYZ. It is based
on the visual capabilities of a Standard Observer (it is a field of view corresponded with
the fovea region of the retina). An experiment of color matching on a number of subjects
was conducted by the CIE to create ―color matching functions and a ―universal color
space‖ that represents average human’s visible color range in 1920s. The experiment
results of the color matching functions were the values of each light primary, which are
red, green, and blue. These three light primaries are necessary to be presented in order for
the average human visual system to perceive all the colors of the visible spectrum. The
coordinates X, Y, and Z were assigned to the three primaries. Later in 1964, the CIE
established a standard observer for a 10° field of view color matching functions. Figure 5
shows the CIE color matching functions for the 1931 2° observer and the 1964 10°
observer (Field, 2004 & The Color Guide and Glossary, 2004).
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Figure 5. The CIE Color Matching Functions

Starting with XYZ tristimulus values, several mathematical transformations can
be used to obtain some alternate color notations, such as xyY, L*a*b*, L*u*v*, L*C*h°,
and RGB as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Color Notations
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However, the CIE XYZ tristimulus values do not correspond to the visual
attributes of color very well. The CIE developed a more understandable color scale, the
CIE Yxy chromaticity Coordinates, which are calculated from the CIE tristimulus values
(XYZ). This is because Y provides a lightness function (Yxy CIE Chromaticity
Coordinates, 1996 & Pascale, 2004). The colors within the diagram are all the visible
colors. The colors on the edge of the diagram are pure and saturated colors. The color
goes toward the center of the diagram, the less saturated a color becomes (Pascale, 2004).

Figure 7. CIE Chromaticity Diagram

The xy chromaticity diagram is very useful in describing the relative positions of
colors. However, this color space is not perceptually uniform. For example, there is more
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distance between green and yellow than blue and red (Pascale, 2004). In order to provide
more specific, more perceptually uniform color space, CIE introduced L*a*b* and
L*u*v*, where L* represents lightness, a* is the amount of red (+a) or green (-a), b* is
the amount of yellow (+b) or blue (-b), u* and v* have the same meanings (Pascale,
2004). Figure 8 is the L*a*b*, L*u*v*, and L*C*h° 3-dimensional space. L*a*b*,
L*u*v*, and L*C*h° all can be explained in one 3-dimensional space. As described
previously, L* indicates lightness and has value from 0 (black) to 100 (white), a* (u*) is
the color change from red to green, b* (v*) is the color change from yellow to blue, C* is
the chroma (how far the color from the center and can be calculated by squared root of
the sum of square a* and b*), and h° indicates hue angle (range from 0* to 270° and can
be calculated by using inverse tangent of b* over a*). Any color of points on the space
can be interpreted as L*a*b*, L*u*v*, or L*C*h° function.

Figure 8. L*a*b*/L*u*v*/L*C*h° Space
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Traditional Workflow vs. Modern Workflow
This section will discuss how colorimetry influences the printed reproduction of
colors. As we know that various input/output devices and workflows exist for today’s
color reproduction process. First of all, the understanding of the differences between
traditional methods of color reproduction and modern methods of color reproduction are
discussed. The traditional reproduction workflow was the closed systems operating on a
CMYK basis. The prepress output devices were calibrated and linearized to ensure the
color consistency. Unlike the traditional workflow, the modern world prepress system is
designed for fully digital, modular and open reproduction workflow. A variety of input
and output systems for color processing are involved in the workflow, which they are
device-specific color systems. For example, the scanner and monitor are RGB systems
and output devices are CMYK systems. However, no two scanner RGB systems, monitor
RGB systems, or output CMYK systems can reproduce the identical colors. No two RGB
or CMYK systems can ensure the accurate communication of color information. The
modern workflow is media-independent color data processing. The color data of CMYK
systems and RGB systems all transfer to device-independent color data in order to
communicate from CMYK to RGB or vice versa. Color data will not be lost during the
reproduction process. In the other hand, with traditional CMYK based workflow, a color
communication issue existed in the color reproduction process. Colors cannot be
reproduced accurately from one device to another. The prepress operator stored images in
CMYK model, and then prepared them for a specific printing process using the parameter
settings from prepress media. The color quality and predictability of CMYK reproduction
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depended on the skills of the prepress operator. Being familiar with all characteristics of
the printing processes that were used by the printing house was needed for the prepress
operator. The major issue of working in the CMYK workflow was the loss of colors
during the reproduction process. Because of this weakness, the traditional method used
for color reproduction is no longer sufficient for the modern and open system world in
today’s printing industry (Brües, 2000).
For most users today, an RGB, CMYK, or a mixed workflow are used. In a
CMYK workflow, color data from the input device are automatically converted into
CMYK. The CMYK workflow is a more traditional prepress workflow. In an RGB
workflow, color data are captured in RGB color space, which is the inherent color space
for the scanners and displays, and then converted into CMYK color space regarding to
output devices (Adams II and Weisberg, 2000). Many users are confused with editing in
RGB or CMYK. According to Don Hutcheson, a consultant and regular speaker at color
management workshops, edit in CMYK to solve output problems and edit in RGB to
solve input problems. The differences between the CMYK workflow and the RGB
workflow are compared in the Table 5.

Table 5. Differences between the CMYK Workflow and the RGB Workflow
Traditional CMYK Workflow
Need to evaluate original before scanning
Custom scanner setup

New RGB Workflow
Scan RGB file with standard settings
Assign profile in Photoshop
Convert to RGB working space
Soft proof through output profile
Adjust in Photoshop
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Table 5. Differences between the CMYK Workflow and the RGB Workflow
CMYK file been scanned, then four color
numerically correct in Photoshop
A re-scan is often required for color corrections

Convert to CMYK working space
Go back to RGB file for color corrections, doesn’t
need to re-scan

(Source: Hutcheson, 2003).

RGB workflow is in high demand by many clients. Many benefits and fewer
disadvantages of working in an RGB workflow are frequently discussed. The
disadvantage of working on an RGB workflow is that the separations couldn’t be seen
until the final output is actually produced, so a test was needed before implementing an
RGB workflow on a job (Fraser, 1998). The advantages of working on an RGB workflow
are summarized in the following:
1. ―More photographically natural results,‖ working in RGB like light on film
(Hutcheson, 2003).
2. Working in RGB is easier, faster, and safer ― RGB is a more visual process
than a numeric process like CMYK and there are no CMYK mysterious rules
and limitations (Hutcheson, 2003).
3. Editing just once, regardless of how many output devices the job will go to,
which is more efficient (Hutcheson, 2003).
4. RGB is a better Photoshop tool for major corrections (Hutcheson, 2003).
5. The RGB color space is less device-dependent than the CMYK color space
and can be converted to RGB or CMYK for other devices easily (Adams II
and Weisberg, 2000).
6. High quality and accurate soft proof can be done with all color elements in
RGB color space (Adams II and Weisberg, 2000).
7. RGB images are three-channel images with a smaller file size compared to
four-channel CMYK images (Sharma, 2003).
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8. Easy employing in Photoshop because there are more filter functions in RGB
mode than CMYK mode (Sharma, 2003).
9. RGB images are not gamut compressed because they are not particular for
print process (Sharma, 2003).
10. Working in RGB reduces the color changes in an image (Sharma, 2003).
Working on a CMYK workflow had some advantages in some types of editing. In
CMYK, the black plate is considered as having a significant effect on the general images.
Some useful and influential methods depend on controlling the black channel, which
could not be done in RGB. To make some slight adjustments by using the Hue/Saturation
tool is much easier than in RGB. It is also easier to control details in red, green, and blue
objects by controlling the opposite colors in CMYK, for example, in a green object, to
control details in magenta plate. The same principle applies in RGB images, but it works
for cyan, magenta, and yellow objects, which is less common than red, green, and blue
objects (Fraser, 2001). However, working on a CMYK workflow had the following
disadvantages:
1. CMYK is not a safe workflow because it has mysterious rules, such as gray
balance and total area coverage, CMYK values change when ink sets, stocks,
etc., change (Hutcheson, 2003).
2. Editing has to be repeated for multiple output devices, which is inefficient
(Hutcheson, 2003).
3. Photography works in RGB, not CMYK. So, it’s unreasonable to work in
CMYK (Hutcheson, 2003).

Colorimetric-based ICC Workflow
The previous section has explained how different the traditional workflow and
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modern workflow are and the weakness of traditional workflow to today’s printing
industry. The next discussion in this section then will focus on modern workflow,
colorimetric-based ICC workflow. The term colorimetric is important to the color
reproduction because it characterizes the color space of the device based on the
device-independent reference color system that is closed to human vision, such as CIE
system. The modern color reproduction workflow utilizes colorimetry-based color
communication, which is colorimetry-based ICC profile in the workflow. In this
workflow, all system components involved in the reproduction process, such as scanners,
monitors, digital color printing systems, and conventional printing processes are not only
linearized and calibrated, but also profiled. An ICC profile is the colorimetric description
or characterization of a particular device or process. The relationship between two color
spaces (Source color space and destination color space) is described by an ICC color
profile, which includes parameters for mathematical calculations. These color parameters
are then converted in Color Management Module (CMM) from source color space and
vice versa. Different relationships between the individual color spaces use different ICC
color profile to describe the relationships. There are three different types of ICC color
profile are used (Brües, 2000):
1. The Device Color Profile: It is the most important ICC color profile. It is the
connection of a device color space to a device independent CIE color space,
such as scanner RGB or printer CMYK color space to CIE color space. It also
refers to as Profile Connection Space (PCS).
2. The Device Link Profile: It is the connection between two or more device
color spaces, such as an RGB1 to RGB2, an RGB to CMYK, or an RGB to
CMYK1 to CMYK2.
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3. PCS Profiles: It can be either a reference link color space or a conversion
between different PCS color spaces, such as from CIELAB-D50 to
CIELAB-D65.
This ICC-based workflow is known as a color management workflow. The basic
structure of a color management system is shown in Figure 9. The input (source) and
output (destination) device are calibrated first in order to obtain optimum performances,
then device profiles are applied to define device characteristics, and a CIE-based color
space is used as an intermediate space for color transformations. Profiles are the heart of
color management. The purpose of creating profiles for both source and destination
devices is to define color information on how they reproduce colors. A conversion system,
which is Color Management Module (CMM) then uses the information defined in the
source and destination profile to create a lookup table to convert color values from one
device to another (Green, 1999). Ideally, if the characteristics of the image data can be
communicated, it is possible to ensure consistent color reproduction, but this does not
always happen and the final reproduction may not match the desired appearance (Green,
2002). Color management involved more than just creating a profile. It was important to
ensure the device was consistent and repeatable, so the nature of color management
would not loose. If a device prints differently day by day, an ICC based color profile
would not contain accurate characteristics of a device.
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Figure 9. Color Management Architecture

Introduction to Specifications
The previous sections discussed different important theories and concepts to the
printing industry. After understanding those important notions, the next step is to
understand how different printing companies can reproduce universal printing products
cross countries. There are few standards in the printing industry. However, there are
guidelines that can be implemented by printers. The goal of the guidelines is to make the
print reproduction process to be more consistent and repeatable. If the process is
consistent and repeatable, it is predictable. It is also the goal of process control and it is
accomplished by implementing guidelines for print (Marin, 2005). Print specification is
the solution to allow printers to reproduce printing products cross companies and even
cross countries. Print specifications defined and provided requirements or conditions that
permit printers to use as references on their daily productions.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, web offset printing was very popular among the
industry. The problem of this was that color proofs from customers could not be matched
on press. This was mainly because various sources supplied from customers and they
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were guessing at what the printers can do. This problem increased and it was difficult to
achieve color match on the press (Marin, 2005).
Therefore, this section will discuss different specifications that are used in
different printing segments.
1. GRACoL (General Requirements for Applications in Commercial Offset
Lithography)
In 1996, the Graphic Communications Association (GCA) developed a
document containing guidelines and recommendations that could be used as a reference
in the printing industry for quality color printing. Therefore, with the support from IPA
and GATF, the GRACoL committee developed the printing guidelines that have become
de-facto standards in many pressrooms. The mission of GRACoL is ―to improve
communications and education in the graphic arts by maintaining the accuracy and the
relevance of the GRACoL document in reporting the influence and impact of new
technologies in the workflow of commercial offset lithography.‖ With GRACoL, print
buyers and designers can work more effectively with print suppliers. GRACoL has
become the standard of reference in the modern lithographic process. Its guidelines help
in the reduction of waste and create positive environmental influence in the commercial
printing industry (What is GRACoL?)
2. FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction Specifications & Tolerances)
It is a set of specifications that is used in flexographic industry to produce a
predictable consistent reproduction. FIRST outlined the processes and specifications in
order to improve color reproduction, to develop better raw materials, and to grow the
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overall flexographic industry (FIRST, 2003).
3. SNAP (Specifications for Newsprint Advertising Production)
It is a specification used in newsprint production to improve reproduction and
provide guidelines for process control. It focuses on advertisers. The specification is
appropriate for all newsprint production, including offset lithography, direct lithography,
letterpress, and flexography. However, it is not intended for magazine, catalog, or
packaging, nor is for sheefed, gravure, or heatest web offset. Other process segments
have their specifications that have been developed specifically for process guidelines
(What is SNAP, 2005).
4. SWOP (Specifications for Web Offset Publications)
When the web offset printing of publications started to become popular in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, it was difficult for printers to use the supplied input materials,
such as proofs and films to match on press. In late 1974, a group of concerned industry
experts met informally to explore the possibility of forming a committee to write
specifications for material supplied to web offset publications. In late 1974, a group of
industry experts met informally to write specifications for material supplied to web offset
publications. This is the initial set of specifications that became Specifications for Web
Offset Publications (The history of SWOP, 2004).

GRACoL Specification vs. G7TM
How can printers know whether their processes are under controlled and color
reproduction results are tolerable? How can printers use various material combinations on
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one press to achieve acceptable color reproduction results? The use of a specification can
provide the answers to these questions. Why should printers print to a specification? The
purpose of printing to a specification is to help define processes. It is not a standard, but it
helps produce a predictable consistent result (FIRST, 2003). Then, there is an optimum
printing condition that provides the best and the most consistency color reproduction and
the most visual contrast for every marketplace. Predictable printing processes are set up
based on the tolerance. Therefore, printers can know how results may differ when they
print to tolerances. There are advantages of printing to a specification (What is the
GRACoL specification, 2004):
1. The time needed on press adjustments will be reduced because image
adjustments can be done during prepress.
2. The make-ready time will be reduced because all jobs will be printed to the
numbers.
3. Providing tolerances for acceptable printing results.
4. Printers will be distinguished by comparing their results to known
specifications.
5. The set up for the presses to the specifications will be interchangeable.
GRACoL is a document that can be used as a reference source in the printing
industry for quality color printing. It develops the best practices of new technology
influence and its impact on the workflow of commercial offset lithography. It is a
registered trademark of IDEAlliance (Quiz: Do you know the difference between
GRACoL, GRACoL7 and G7?). By following the GRACoL guidelines and
recommendations, printers will benefit in the following ways (What is GRACoL):
1. Reduce costs, decrease turn-around times, and avoid re-makes.
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2. Develop internal guidelines for process control.
3. Obtain print predictability.
4. Demonstrate printing quality through print guidelines and target goals.
5. Explain what is reasonable to ask of print suppliers.
G7TM is currently under development. G7TM uses up-to-date technology, such as
spectrophotometry and CtP, to provide greater press control and tighter tolerances
compared to the old version of GRACoL. The ―G‖ refers to calibrating gray values, while
the ―7‖ refers to the seven primary color values defined in the ISO 12647-2 printing
standard; cyan, magenta, yellow, black, red, green, and blue (Calibrating, printing and
proofing by the G7TM method, 2006). Currently, G7TM is being applied to several types of
printing processes including commercial and publication printing, newsprint, and
flexography. G7TM methodology utilizes the ISO 12647 Standards as the basis for good
printing. It requires printing with inks that are defined by ISO 2846-1. The dry solids
would be measured as close as possible to the ISO CIELab values for seven colors, which
are four primary colors and three two-color overprints specified in ISO 12647. The major
difference between the old version of GRACoL and G7TM is that G7TM focuses on
colorimetric data for gray balance and a standardized ―Neutral Print Density Curve‖
(NPDC), rather than on traditional TVI aims for each ink. This new methodology allows
users to achieve a closer visual match from device to device; meanwhile it maintains the
same overall appearance. This approach does not have a perfect match in all colors, but it
does reduce the need of separations for each press, which is a valuable benefit in today’s
ICC workflow (Welcome to GRACoL7.0). The key point of G7TM calibration process is
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to control tone reproduction and gray balance during the process, which are considered as
effective methods of controlling a visual match between press sheet and proof (Birkett &
Spontelli, 2004). The following sections will discuss the methodology of G7 TM
calibration.

G7TM Calibration
G7TM is a calibration method that uses uncalibrated or natural curve plates to
establish a calibrated curve for a typical RIP system or Ctp system. The procedures of
applying G7TM calibration methodology involves output un-calibrated digital plates,
calibration runs, match gray balance, create neutral print density curve, calibrate RIP
system, output calibrated digital plates, qualification run, and characterization run. G7 TM
documentation, Calibrating, Printing and Proofing to the G7TM Method provides
step-by-step instructions on how to calibrate the presses. A simple explanation of G7 TM
calibration procedures will be given below.
A critical target is used for G7TM methodology, which is P2P (print to proof) target.
A set of un-calibrated plates are outputted with two P2P targets rotated 180º from each
other placed on the press form. The press must be set to its optimum physical and
chemical condition to run proper calibration job results. Once the press is running, the
densities of each ink are set to the nominal solid ink densities and L*a*b* values that
G7TM provides. If there is a difference between the ink density and the L*a*b* values, the
L*a*b* values take priority. Once the press run is completed, the TVI (tone value
increase) values need to be measured. According to G7TM, the TVIs should be about ±2%
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for cyan, magenta, and yellow. The black is about 3% to 6% higher. After achieving this,
gray balance needs to be adjusted to match the G7 TM definition of gray balance. Once the
measurements have been reached, across sheet evenness then will be checked. Afterwards,
the press is run at production speed and at least 1,000 sheets are run to warm the press up.
The measurements are taken again to ensure the deviation from the goal measurements is
little. From this point, the calibration run is completed and the P2P target is then
measured. The data then is plotted on the G7TM graph paper. Once the information is
obtained, the curve can be applied in CtP software or the RIP system. A new set of
calibrated plates are then output with IT8.7/4 and images on the press form. The new set
of calibrated plates is used for the second press run, which is qualification run. Aim for
the same densities as achieved at the end of the calibration run. Re-measure the k-only
and cmy-only gray scales of the P2P target and plot them as neutral density vs dot
percentage. Confirm that the new graph curve matches the desired graph curve almost
perfectly. Check other parameters, such as gray balance, evenness, ink density are still
within tolerance. An ICC profile will then be created from this run and be applied to
images. The final press run is characterization run, which an ICC profile is applied to
images (Calibrating, printing and proofing by the G7TM method, 2006).
G7TM has introduced some new variables and new definitions and use for gray
balance and tone value increase (TVI). The following sections will discuss those new
variables and definitions (Calibrating, printing and proofing to the G7 TM method, 2006).
1. Neutral Print Density Curve (NPDC)
Neutral print density is a relationship between measured neutral density and
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original halftone percentages on a printed gray scale. There are two neutral print density
curves are specified, one for a combined CMY gray scale and one for a black-ink-only
gray scale. NPDC calibration compares a printed gray scale to a reference gray scale and
calculates RIP correction values in dot percentages that force the press to the desired
NPDC shape.
2. Highlight Range (HR)
Highlight range is a process control check of NPDC in neutral mid-tones. HR
is computed twice, once for CMY and second time for black. Highlight range for CMY is
computed by measuring the neutral density of CMY gray patch at 50c40m40y and
subtracting the neutral density of paper. Highlight range for black is computed by
measuring the neutral density of a 50k patch and subtracting the neutral density of the
paper.
3. Shadow Contrast (SC)
Shadow contrast is a process control check of NPDC in neutral shadow tones.
It is an optional replacement for individual CMY print contrast readings. SC is computed
twice, once for CMY and second time for black. Shadow contrast for CMY is computed
by measuring the neutral density of a CMY gray patch at 75c66m66y and subtracting the
neutral density of the paper. Shadow contrast for black is computed by measuring the
neutral density of a 75k patch and subtracting the neutral density of the paper.
4. Highlight Contrast (HC)
Highlight contrast is a process control check of NPDC in neutral lighter tones.
HC is computed twice, once for CMY and second times for black. Highlight contrast for
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CMY is computed by measuring the neutral density of CMY gray patch at 25c19m19y
and subtracting the neutral density of the paper. Highlight contrast for black is computed
by measuring the neutral density of a 25k patch and subtracting the neutral density of the
paper.
5. Gray Balance
Traditionally, gray balance was defined as the CMY percentages needed to
match the color of 50% black tints. New definition of gray balance defined by GRACoL
7 is in colorimetric (CIELab) terms, as follows: 50c40m40y= 0.0 a* -1.0 b*
An arbitrary table of CMY percentage triplets based on the generic
50c40m40y ratio and a* and b* values defined by GRACoL 7 showed in Table 6. The
results of Table 6 is calculated by a paper-dependent formula, which means that gray
tones in CMYK file will shift in gray balance towards paper color.

Table 6. Abbreviated Gray Balance Chart
C%
0.0
12.5
25.1
37.3
49.8
62.7
75.3
87.5
100

M%
0.0
9.0
18.8
29.0
40.0
52.9
66.3
81.2
100

Y%
0.0
9.0
18.8
29.0
40.0
52.9
66.3
81.2
100

Note: Paper white of 0 a*, -2 b*
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a*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

b*
-2
-1.7
-1.5
-1.2
-1
-0.7
-0.5
-0.2
0

To summarize the G7TM process, it focuses on how cyan, magenta, and yellow
inks behave together, while traditional press control focuses on solid ink densities and dot
gain numbers for each individual ink. In addition, this process uses CtP calibration curves
to adjust visual contrast and density of both 3-color neutral gray scale and black-only
gray scale by specifying an exact tone shape from highlight to shadow (Warter &
Hutcheson, 2005). It is the process that based on controlling visual appearances at
midtones during printing. Highlights are influenced by the paper and the shadows by inks,
the densities selected, and trap, but midtones are not influenced by those factors and are
visually predictable during printing (Warter, 2006). Since this new calibration
methodology has introduced to the commercial printing industry, commercial printers
have many doubts and questions related to G7TM process. How does this process benefit
commercial printers? Why should we implement G7TM process? The next section will
explain how the G7TM process can benefit printers in press control.

Benefits of G7TM Calibration
Don Hutcheson who is the chair of the G7TM committee compared the traditional
calibration limitations with the G7TM approach in his presentation ―The GRACoL 7
Process.‖ The traditional calibration limitations include (1) density and tone value
increase are easy to measure, but don’t correlate well with ―appearance,‖ (2) density
doesn’t measure color, and (3) tone value increase doesn’t control mid-tone density and
gray balance (Hutcheson).
On the other hand, the G7TM approach benefits include:
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1. Visual match of proof-to-press and press-to-press can be achieved easier and
better.
2. Improve and simplify press control. Fewer readings, but of more visual
significance.
3. Make different printing methods look as similar as possible.
4. Proofers match each other better.
5. Proofers match the press better.
6. Shorter make-ready times.
7. Less differences between presses.
8. Tighter proof certifications.

Summary Review of Literature
To summarize the review of literature, printing is a means of graphic communication.
It is the reproduction process of reproducing images and words or symbols on variety of
substrates which can be seen or perceived visually. The color reproduction process
includes tone reproduction, color reproduction, optimization, characterization, and
process control. Tone reproduction and color reproduction are two vital components in
color printing production process. To reproduce color accurately, it requires appropriate
tone reproduction. Therefore, tone reproduction has to be controlled in order to ensure
color reproduction. Tone reproduction can be controlled in the prepress production when
determining what line screen to use and in the press run when measuring how much dots
have gained on the press sheet or how much contrast has reproduced on the press sheet.
To determine how well the tones reproduced in the print, tone reproduction diagrams or
Jones Diagram were used. Jones Diagram was commonly used in black and white
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photography to determine tonal range and exposure time. The same concept of generating
a Jones Diagram in photography can be used in the printing to determine optimal tone
reproduction. A gray scale was used to control tone reproduction. If tones can reproduce
properly, color can be reproduced accurately. Once optimal tone reproduction has met,
the color reproduction can be reproduced properly.
Innovation and technology improvements grow rapidly in the printing industry. In
the early days, printing involved primarily manual labors during production. One of the
most significant changes was the introduction of digital technologies; film processes to
the CtP processes and from the analog plate to digital plate in the prepress production
workflow. The digital workflow has changed the way printers produce materials. Digital
proofing and computer-to-plate have improved prepress production workflow to reduce
the time get the job to press. The production workflow is quicker and more efficient. With
digital technology, the implementation of quality control procedures becomes a new
challenge to the printer (Marin, 2005). Printing to the numbers is the starting point for
process control, but tolerances need to be identified and color gamut results may be larger
for printing. Very often, even when printers target the numbers exactly, the press sheet
and proof still may not match. In the printing industry, the color proof plays an important
part. It is a contract between the customer and the printer. It is a visual statement of what
customer expects the reproduction to look like and what the printer agrees to produce. It
is also a physical reference that can be used to communicate without a verbal description
from person to person. Most importantly, a color proof must match the printed product
and must be consistent. The color proof has become a color communication method
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between the customer and the printer. The traditional press control was based on
densitometry, which measures ink quality. In other words, it is the ink film thickness.
Densitometry does not measure color appearance, it measures how much ink has
transferred to the substrates (Warter & Hutcheson, 2005 & Southworth, M. & Southworth,
D., 1990). Instead of densitometry, colorimetry is a more appropriate methodology to be
used for matching color appearance.
Printers have struggled with color consistency and matching color appearance for
many years. When the ICC based color management workflow was introduced to the
printing industry, matching appearance between the proof and the printed sheet became
more easily achieved. An ICC based color management workflow has become a standard
workflow of transporting images between designer, publisher, and printer for ensuring
consistent color reproduction. There were three Cs involved in the color management
workflow: calibration, characterization, and conversion. The purpose of calibration was
to establish a repeatable condition for a device. After a device was calibrated, a
characterization process was used to collect device’s color reproduction characteristics.
Characterization was also a process of making a profile in the color management
workflow. A test chart that contained color patches was measured and a device profile
was generated to determine the characteristics and color gamut of the device. However,
problems could still occur in current workflows. One file provided by a prepress house
and sent to different printers, it would result in different reproductions. Color
management systems were not panaceas. In the ideal world, color management systems
would produce adequate results, but only if the following factors exist (What should you
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expect from a color management program, 2002):
1.

All devices including input, monitor, and output have to be in a consistent
calibrated state.

2.

Some pictures, for example neutrals and memory colors like green grass and
flash tones require closer matches than others. The correcting of the originals
for colorcast, overexposure, underexposure, and subjective editing are
necessary.

A concept of G7TM calibration had introduced to the printing industry and advocated
the idea of gray balance. The methodology of the numerical calibration was based on
gray balance; this methodology has been used for many years in the color photography,
which had always used a grayscale to calibrate color balance and tone reproduction. The
traditional tone value increase calibration method did not measure color appearance. With
the G7TM, the three-color neutral gray was calibrated for adequate color reproduction.
According to Southworth, gray balance was the primary requirement of any color
reproduction system (1990). In addition, if everyone prints to neutral, one file could send
to different printers and result in the same color appearance. The prepress house would
not need to prepare different files for different printers to get the same color reproduction
results. G7TM provided a ―standard appearance‖ for all printing processes. However, due
to different printing processes involved different unique techniques, the G7 TM calibration
process was not able to implement to all printing processes. For example, to hold a
minimum highlight dot was crucial for the flexographic printing. The G7TM methodology
is one of the calibration processes to calibrate the device to address neutral content.
Printers could establish and implement their own Near Neutral Calibration Processes to
the workflow and still meet the G7TM specification. Printers should understand that gray
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balance is the one of the most important control variable to the color reproduction on the
press.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Design of Research
Research was conducted to investigate special procedures using current
technologies and concepts of color reproduction to fulfill the purposes of this study. The
Near Neutral Calibration Process was applied across various media and printing
processes for effects on the color reproduction and multiple comparisons analyses were
made to compare the results of color reproduction among different printing processes.

Overview
The purpose of this study was to investigate the results of using Near Neutral
Calibration Process among different printing processes. This study applied Near Neutral
Calibration Process to a lithographic printing press and two different flexographic
printing presses to investigate the results of using Near Neutral Calibration Process across
different printing systems.

Research Procedure
Research procedures explain the step by step procedures from preparing materials,
collecting sources, operating the press, collecting data to analyzing data. Figure 10 shows
the Near Neutral Calibration Process experiment procedure on the printing systems.
The calibration process was a little different among the three processes due to the
unique characteristics of individual printing processes. The general procedures were as
follows: the digital CMYK file was designed for the press runs, the CtP RIP was used to
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output un-calibrated plates for the calibration run, the calibration curve was then applied
to the CtP RIP and a set of calibrated printing plates were output for the validation run;
gray balance and solid ink density were used to determine whether the standard condition
was achieved (Figure 10).

Digital CMYK File
RIP
Output Un-Calibrated Plates
Calibration Run
Create a Calibration Curve
Calibration Curve Applied to RIP
Output Calibrated Plates
Validation Run

Match Gray Balance
or
Solid Ink Density

Figure 10. Near Neutral Calibration Process in Printing Systems

In order to understand the experiment of different processes of this study, this
chapter is divided into three sections. They are Near Neutral Calibration Process on Bobst
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160, Near Neutral Calibration Process on Comco Captain, and Near Neutral Calibration
Process on Heidelberg Speedmaster CD105. Each section provides detailed research
procedures.

Near Neutral Calibration Process for Bobst 160
1. Test Form Preparation
The test form for the Bobst 160 was 20.5×29 inches, as shown in Figure 11.
All of the elements were assembled in Adobe Illustrator CS2.

Figure 11. Press Form for Bobst 160
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The elements included IT8.7/4 targets (Random A and Random B), P2P23×
targets, trapping targets, registration targets, resolution targets, type printability targets,
tone scales, running targets, impression targets, and two ISO SCID (Standard Color
Image Data) images.
2. Substrate and Ink Set
The corrugated segment expert Cordes Porcher had suggested the researcher
use E-flute coated stock. Therefore, Kemiart lite E-flute coated stock was selected. Paper
white was then measured, using a GretagMacbeth Spectrolino. The CIELab for paper
white was L* 93.91, a* 0.89, b* 1.1. As defined in the G7TM document, a standard paper
for commercial printing is ISO paper type 1 with a nominal white point of 95 L* (±3), 0
a* (±2), -2 b* (±2) measured with white backing. However, the printing process used for
this study was direct-print corrugated flexography. Therefore, ISO 12647-6 standard for
flexography was used. Table 7 shows the differences among ISO 12647-2, ISO 12647-6,
and the actual corrugated board that was used for the study.

Table 7. Paper White Points Differences among Corrugated Board and ISO
Kemiart lite
ISO 12647-6
ISO 12647-2
Paper White
Print Substrate Color Restrictions
Paper White
L*
a*
b*
L*
a*
b*
L*
a*
b*
93.91
0.89 1.1
≥90
-3 to +3
-5 to +5 95 (±3) 0 (±2) -2 (±2)
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An ISO 2846-5 ink set was used for the flexo segment (Table 8). It was
important to have an accurate ISO 2846-5 ink set. In order to ensure the color of ink is
accurate, h° is considered a more accurate indicator than colorimetric L*a*b*. Therefore,
h° was calculated from L*a*b* by using formula below:

h°= tan-1(b/a)

(1)

Dr. Mark Mazur, also a technical advisor for this experiment, suggested that
Δh° was a better indicator than ΔE. Therefore, Δh° was used to determine the tolerances.
The goal was to try to get as close as possible to a Δh° of 0° in the flexographic printing.

Table 8. ISO 2846-5 Flexo Ink Set
Colorimetric values for 0/45 and 45/0 geometry, illuminant D50, 2° observer
Colorimetric values
Tolerances
*
L
a*
b*
h°
ΔEab* Δa* Δb*
ΔL*
Y
91.0
-5.0
95.0
93.0
5.0
M
52.0
71.0
1.0
359.2
6.0
C
58.0
-38.0
-45.0
229.8
6.0
K
≤18.0
0.5
0.0
0
±1.5 ±2.0 0, -18.0
There is no symmetrical tolerance for L but an upper limit for black.

Several samples from different ink vendors were measured to collect CIELCh
and compared to ISO 2846-5 ink specification. Δh° was calculated to determine the best
matching the ISO specification ink set. Because it was difficult to get a Δh° of 0, the
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tolerances were increased to be within ±2° for Δh°. The results showed that the ink set
from Color Resolutions International (CRI) was acceptable for the ISO 2846-5
specification (Table 9).

Table 9. CRI vs ISO 2846-5 Ink Set for Bobst 160 Press Run
CRI
h°

ISO 2846-5
h°

Y
94.9
M
355.5
C
232.7
K
49.5
Allow tolerances to be within ±2°

93.0
359.2
229.8
NA

Tolerances
Δh°
1.87°
-3.66°
2.91°
NA

However, magenta and cyan inks were still out of the acceptable tolerance.
The ink vendor, Color Resolutions International, was asked to re-formulate inks
according to the inking system of the press, anilox count, number of zahn cup, and the
substrate to the desired tolerances. In addition, a single-pigment formulation was required
for this ISO standard ink set.
3. Un-Calibrated Plate Output
The electronic file of the test form was sent to DuPont Cyrel Wilmington in
Delaware for plate output. The first set of plates were an un-calibrated (raw plates).
DuPont digital thermal DFM plate material was imaged using an Esko RIP. Plates were
then shipped to Mark/Tréce for mounting.
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Table 10. Plate Package for Bobst 160 Press Run
RIP System
Plate Type
Plate Thickness
Plate Relief
Line Screen
Dot Shape
Screen Angle
Carrier
Tape

Esko
DuPont Cyrel FAST DFM
0.107
0.025
85 lpi
Circular
K45° C15° M75° Y90°
0.060 Rogers SM
Rogers 3120 foam tape

4. Calibration Run
The job was run on a 4-color inline direct-print corrugated press, Bobst 160,
with a printing sequence of KCMY. The inking system of the first station was two-roll
with a reverse angle doctor blade system and a 700 lpi and 2.8 bcm anilox roll. The other
three stations used chamber systems with 500 lpi and 3.0 bcm anilox rollers. The
completed press characterization report is found in Appendix A. The pH and viscosity of
the inks were measured by using a pH meter and a #4 Zahn cup (Table 11). The pH meter
was calibrated to 10 before measurements were taken.

Table 11. Ink pH and Viscosity for Bobst 160 Calibration Run
K
pH
Viscosity

9.39
25 sec.

C

M
9.5
33 sec.
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9.32
25 sec.

Y
9.64
27 sec.

The strategy of the calibration run was to target h° for cyan, magenta, and
yellow. In addition, in order to ensure the stability of the press condition, one sheet was
taken from every 50 sheets to check h°. The results are shown in Table 12 below. The
overall h° of cyan, magenta, and yellow inks demonstrated consistency. There was no
significant variation among the sheets on h° readings. After the goal condition was
achieved, the press was run at 3200 sheets per hour (SPH). Table 13 shows the calibration
run press conditions.

Table 12. Press Sheet h° Readings for Bobst 160 Calibration Run

1~50
51~100
101~150
151~200
201~240

Y
Y (Δh°)
94.49
1.49
94.21
1.21
94.23
1.23
94.22
1.22
94.19
1.19

M
M (Δh°)
355.12
-4.09
354.95
-4.25
354.97
-4.23
354.94
-4.26
354.94
-4.26

C
C (Δh°)
234.31
4.51
233.22
3.67
233.47
3.67
233.08
3.28
233.40
3.60

Note: Δh° was the difference between the actual h° reading and h° from ISO 2846-5

Table 13. Bobst 160 Calibration Run Data
Ink Formula
SPX-V5 Process Black
7EBWC080721
SPX-V5 Process Cyan
7EAWC953921
SPX-V5 Process Magenta
7ERWE012821
SPX-V5 Process Yellow
7EYWC954121

Bobst SID

Target h°

Bobst h°

Δh°

K

1.47

NA

NA

NA

C

1.20

229.8° (±2°)

233.50°

-3.7°

M

1.17

359.2° (±2°)

354.98°

4.22°

Y

1.00

93.0° (±2°)

94.27°

-1.27°
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The h° for magenta and cyan were a little outside the acceptable tolerance,
which was ±2°. Adjustments to anilox-to-plate and plate-to-substrates did not
significantly change the h° noticeably, but they affected the densities tremendously
(through over impression or not enough impression). The G7TM document suggests
adjusting the ink volume to change ink density. However, lacking ink keys, the
corrugated press would require a change of anilox rollers to adjust ink volume, which
was prohibitive, and it was decided to continue the press run. The final condition of this
press run was that the average Δh° of cyan was 3.2°~4.5°, magenta was -4.1°~-4.26°, and
yellow was 1.19°~1.48°. The nominal gray balance at 50C40M40Y were a*=1.48 and
b*=0.34. According to ISO 2846-5, the ΔEab of cyan and magenta can be 6. Formulas 2
and 3 were used for L*C*h° to L*a*b* conversion. After the conversions, the ΔE ab was
4.08 for cyan and 7.65 for magenta, so cyan was within ISO 2846-5 tolerance, but
magenta was not.

a*= C*×Cosine h°

(2)

b*= C*×Sine h°

(3)

The G7TM panel of industry experts suggested running at least 250 sheets be
run at the production speed. Once the press condition was acceptable, 250 sheets were
run at the typical production speed, which was 3200 sheets per hour (SPH)
.
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5. Sampling
The samples were numbered in sequence and there were a total of 240
samples from the calibration run. The researcher took every 5 th sheet until total of 15
sheets were collected.
6. Instrumentation and Data Collection
The G7TM P2P23× target (Figure 12) was measured to create the calibration
curve. The sheets were measured by using a GretagMacbeth Eye-OneiO with 2° observer
angle and D50 illuminant. There were two P2P23× targets on the test form, so two data
entries per sample. A total of 30 data sets were added into IDEALink Curve Software to
generate the calibration curve.

Figure 12. P2P23x Target

7. Applying Calibration Curve to the RIP
The calibration curve was then applied to the Esko RIP.
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8. Calibrated Plate Output
A second set of plates were output by DuPont Cyrel with the calibration curve
applied and the plates were mounted by Mark/Tréce with the same plate package.
9. Validation Run
The second press run was run with the same ink set, substrate, press crew, and
procedure as the first press run to validate the calibration of the study. The pH and
viscosity of inks were adjusted to be as close as possible to the first run. In addition,
propylene glycol from Environmental Inks and Coatings (did not have propylene glycol
from CRI at the time) was added to the black ink to slow down drying. The results of
viscosity and pH are shown in Table 14.

Table 14. Ink pH and Viscosity for Bobst 160 Validation Run
K
pH
Viscosity

9.34
24 sec.

C

M
9.44
28 sec.

9.31
22 sec.

Y
9.44
24 sec.

To start the job, impression had to be set up properly for each color. There
were two impression components to be adjusted, anilox to plate and plate to substrate. In
order to find the proper impressions, AP (anilox to plate) was set to be -10 and PS (plate
to substrate) to be 1.6 mm for all four stations to start with. Several sheets were run
through to determine the adjustments on the AP and PS impressions. The proper AP and
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PS were in Table 15 below.

Table 15. AP and PS Settings on the Bobst 160

K
C
M
Y

AP (Anilox to Plate)
-3
-5
-5
-2

PS (Plate to Substrate)
1.6 mm
1.6 mm
2.0 mm
1.7 mm

The strategy of the validation run was to target the densities for cyan, magenta,
and yellow from the calibration run. However, the average densities were 0.1 less than
the first run at 100% C, M, Y, and K. It was decided to run with this condition. The job
was then run at 3200 sheets pre hour.
10. Sampling
The samples were numbered in sequence from a total of 240 sheets from this
validation run. The researcher took every 5th sheet until total of 15 sheets were collected.
11. Instrumentation and Data Collection
The G7TM proof-to-print process target was measured to validate the
calibration. The same measuring instrument, a GretagMacbeth Eye-OneiO with 2°
observer angle and D50 illuminant, was used to measure the P2P23× targets. There were
two P2P23× targets on the test form, so there were two data entries per sample. A total of
30 data sets were added into the IDEALink Curve Software to analyze the results.
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12. Re-Run Validation Run
The researcher found that the CMY neutral print density curve and the K
neutral print density were not on the target. A re-run was necessary to correct the curves.
A total of two re-runs were made to achieve G7TM neutral print density curve. The second
re-run was able to achieve G7TM CMY Neutral Print Density Curve, but the K neutral
print density curve was a little heavier than G7TM K Neutral Print Density. As a result a
third re-run was needed to correct this curve. At the third re-run, a kit of extender and
dispersion (base) associated with this set of ISO ink was used to help achieve the desired
ink densities. The researcher also calculated the tolerance of the density, which was ±2
standard deviations of the calibration run. Table 16 summarizes the data of the press runs.
Table 17 summarizes the amount of the dispersion that was added to the inks to achieve
the desired densities. There was no need to add dispersion to the black ink. The final AP
and PS settings were summarized in Table 18.

Table 16. Bobst 160 NNCP Data

Calibration Run
1st Validation Run SID
2nd Validation Run SID
Final Validation Run SID
50C40M40Y
G7TM Target

K
1.47 (±0.05)
1.39
1.64
1.48
a*
-0.50
0.0 (±1.0)

C
1.20 (±0.03)
1.11
1.19
1.22
b*
0.06
-1.0 (±2.0)
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M
1.17 (±0.02)
1.06
1.10
1.19

Y
1.00 (±0.01)
0.92
0.96
1.00

Table 17. Ink Density Adjustment on the Bobst 160 for the Final Validation Run
Ink Formula
SPX-V5 Process Black
7EBWC080721
SPX-V5 Process Cyan
7EAWC953921
SPX-V5 Process Magenta
7ERWE012821
SPX-V5 Process Yellow
7EYWC954121

K
C
M
Y

Dispersion/Base
Black Dispersion
36BWD080110
GS Blue Base
36AWD04810
Dispenser Rubine for SPX
36RWD052210
F/R GS Yellow
36YWD539410

Amount Added
0

Density
1.48

300 ml

1.22

700 ml

1.22

1320 ml

0.98

Table 18. AP and PS Settings on the Bobst 160 for the Final Validation Run

K
C
M
Y

AP (Anilox to Plate)
+2
-5
-3.5
+2

PS (Plate to Substrate)
1.55 mm
1.7 mm
1.5 mm
1.5 mm

13. Creating an ICC Profile
Thirty samples were collected from the final validation run. The samples were
then numbered in sequence from 1 to 30. The IT8.7/4 characterization target was
measured by using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One iO with 2° observer angle and D50
illuminant. A total of 30 data sets were added into GretagMacbeth MeasureTool to
compute the average. An ICC profile was generated by using GretagMacbeth
ProfileMaker 5.0.8. The settings in the ProfileMaker 5.0.8 are listed in Table 19.
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Table 19. Settings for Generating an ICC Profile for the Bobst 160
Profile Size
Perceptual Rendering Intent
Gamut Mapping
Separation
Black Max
CMY Max
Black Start

Default
Paper-Colored Gray
LOGO Colorful
GCR2
100
360
12

Near Neutral Calibration Process for Comco Captain
1. Test Form Preparation
Two test forms were generated for calibration run and characterization run in
Adobe Illustrator CS2 with the size of 10×12 inches as shown in Figure 13 and 14. The
components included a P2P23× target, a custom target, a trapping target, a total area
coverage chart, 100C, 100M, 100Y, 100K, 30C, 30M, 30Y, 30K, 1C, 1M, 1Y, and 1K
patches, four process color running targets, and two ISO SCID images for the calibration
run. The size of P2P23× target could not be scaled because its size was originally
designed for measuring with most instruments. Therefore, two ISO SCID images were
scaled to fit the press sheet size. The second test form was for the characterization run.
An IT8.7/4 characterization target, column 4 and column 5 of the P2P23× target, and four
process color running targets were included for the characterization run. Due to the
maximum press sheet size was limited to 10×12 inches, only column 4 and column 5 of
the P2P23× target were used in order to measure neutral print densities.
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Figure 13. Calibration Run Test Form for Comco

Figure 14. Characterization Run Test Form for

Captain

Comco Captain

2. Substrates and Ink Set
FASSON CAST Gloss Label was used. Paper white was then measured by
using a X-Rite 530 Spectrodensitometer. The CIEL*a*b* for paper white was L* 94.83,
a* 1.18, b* -2.48. Table 20 shows the differences of the paper white among ISO 12647-2,
ISO 12647-6, and the actual gloss label that was used for this study.

Table 20. Paper White Points among Gloss Label and ISO
Fasson Cast Gloss Label Elite
ISO 12647-6
ISO 12647-2
Paper White
Print Substrate Color Restrictions
Paper White
L*
a*
b*
L*
A*
b*
L*
a*
b*
94.83
1.18
-2.48
≥90
-3 to +3
-5 to +5 95 (±3) 0 (±2) -2 (±2)
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An ISO 2846-5 ink set was used. Substrate was sent to Color Resolutions
International to test and formulate inks according to the inking system, anilox count of
the press, and number of zahn cup was used in the lab to the desired tolerances. In
addition, a single-pigment formulation was required for this ISO standard ink set. The
results of CRI ink set compared to ISO 2846-5 specification are in Table 21 below. The
h° of cyan was larger than 2°. An issue this experiment had was the ink set was
formulated to a different substrate that was planned for use. However, substrate ran low
during the trial runs. Addition rolls were donated by Fasson Roll North America for this
experiment. Substrate had changed from coated paper board to gloss label. This caused
the h° of the ink set to measure off the tolerance slightly.

Table 21. CRI vs ISO 2846-5 Ink Set for Comco Captain Press Run
CRI
h°

ISO 2846-5
C*

h°

Y
94.3°
100.50
93.0
M
358.4°
72.27
359.2
C
232.7°
60.45
229.8
K
65.30°
4.98
NA
Allow tolerances to be within ±2°

Tolerances

C*
95.1
71.0
58.9
0.5

Δh°
1.3°
-0.8°
-2.9°
NA

ΔC*
-5.4
1.27
-1.55
-4.48

The tolerance of cyan was around 3Δh° between CRI ink and ISO 2846-5
specification. According to ISO 2846-5, ΔEab of cyan can be 6. Formulas 2 and 3 were
used to convert h° to a*b* colorimetric values and calculated ΔE ab between CRI ink and
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ISO 2846-5 specification. The ΔEab was 3.4, which was within ISO 2846-5 tolerance.
3. Un-Calibrated Plate Output
The Esko RIP was used to make a set of un-calibrated plates (raw plates). The
plate package details are listed in Table 22. Due to highlight reduction in flexography, a
bump curve was necessary to hold highlight dots on the plate, where 0% and 1% on the
digital file were bumped to 4.5% on the plate.

Table 22. Plate Package for Comco Captain Press Run
Plate Type
Plate Thickness
Plate Relief
Line Screen
Dot Shape
Bump Curve
Screen Angle
Sticky Back

DuPont Cyrel FAST DFH
0.067
0.021
150 lpi
Circular
0%—4.5%
1%—4.5%
K45° C15° M75° Y90°
3M E1315H 01 6275 006 N

4. Calibration Run
The job was run on a 6-color inline narrow-web flexographic press, Comco
Captain with a printing sequence of KCMY. The inking system used on the press was two
roll with reverse angle doctor blade system with 800 lpi and 2.0 bcm anilox rollers. The
completed press characterization report can be found in Appendix B. The pH and
viscosity of the inks were measured by using a pH meter and a #3 Zahn cup and are listed
in Table 23 below. The OMEGA pH meter was calibrated to Buffer solution pH7.00 for
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offset and to Buffer solution pH10.0 for slope before measurements were taken. Viscosity
and pH were adjusted by using Color Resolutions International Hydro Label Extender
and Environmental Inks and Coating pH Adjuster with water to ensure the viscosity was
fall within 12 to 17 seconds and pH was fall within 9.0 to 10.0.

Table 23. Ink pH and Viscosity for Comco Captain Press Run

Formula
pH
Viscosity

K
7JBWE337610
Hydro Label Pro
9.03
12

C
7JAWE336210
Hydro Label Pro
10.0
16

M
7JRWE336510
Hydro Label Pro
9.1
15

Y
7JYWE335410
Hydro Label Pro
9.0
13

The strategy of the calibration run was to target h° for cyan, magenta, and
yellow, maintain the left and right impressions to be within ±0.02 at 30% tints for all four
colors, and achieve FIRST (Flexographic Image Reproduction Specification &
Tolerances) solid ink density. From the Table 24 below, the measurements were within
target tolerances. After this goal condition was met, the press speed was increased to 150
feet per minute (FPM) and ran for 15 minutes.

Table 24. Calibration Run Data for Comco Captain
K
30%
SID

C
0.30
1.53

M
0.29
1.37
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Y
0.27
1.27

0.25
1.05

Table 24. Calibration Run Data for Comco Captain (Continued)
h°
Target SID
Target h°

NA
1.50 (±0.07)
NA

232.49
1.35 (±0.07)
229.8 (±2.0°)

357.91
1.25 (±0.07)
359.2 (±2.0°)

94.26
1.00 (±0.05)
93.0° (±2.0°)

5. Sampling
A total of 30 samples in a row were numbered in sequence.
6. Instrumentation and Data Collection
The G7TM proof-to-print process target (P2P23× target) was measured by
using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One iO with 2° observer angle and D50 illuminant on a
white backing. A total of 30 data sets were added into the IDEALink Curve Software to
generate the calibration curve. The IDEALink Curve Software looked into the P2P23×
target and calculated the relationship between the measured neutral density and the
original halftone percentages of cyan, magenta, yellow, and black to determine the input
halftone percentages for the calibration curve. Solid ink density and 30% density of all
four colors were measured by using a X-Rite 530 in order to calculate standard deviation
and build the characterization data sheet for the validation run.
7. Applying Calibration Curve to the RIP
The calibration curve was generated from the IDEALink Curve Software. The
desired number were typed into IntelliCurve SCRDGC software and saved as a new
calibrated bump curve to apply in the Esko RIP.
8. Calibrated Plate Output
A second set of plates were output with the calibrated bump curve applied by
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using the same test form and plate package.
9. Validation Run
The second press run was run at the same procedure as the first press run to
validate the calibration. A sheet of characterization data shown in Appendix C was used
with the press run to ensure the press condition ran to ± 2 standard deviations, this
interval contains approximately 95% of the measurements. Color Resolutions
International Hydro Label Extender was used to adjust inks in order to achieve the
appropriate ink densities.
10. Sampling
A total of 30 samples in a row were numbered in sequence.
11. Instrumentation and Data Collection
The G7TM proof-to-print process target (P2P23× target) was measured by
using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One iO with 2° observer angle and D50 illuminant on a
white backing. A total of 30 data sets were added into the IDEALink Curve Software to
confirm the results of the calibration. The results showed that a re-run validation run was
needed to correct both CMY Neutral Print Density Curve and K Neutral Print Density
Curve.
12. Re-Run Validation Run
A second calibration curve was generated from the IDEALink Curve Software,
numbers were typed into IntelliCurve SCRDGC Software and applied to Esko RIP to
output another set of plates.
A new set of plates were output with the new calibration curve applied with
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the same plate package. A new characterization data sheet shown in Appendix D was
built from measuring 30 samples of the previous validation run at solid ink density and
30% density for four colors to calculate standard deviation and was used with the press
run. The results showed that the CMY Neutral Print Density Curve had met the G7TM
CMY Neutral Print Density Curve, but the shadow of K Neutral Print Density Curve was
slightly heavier than the standard.
13. Characterization Run
A third curve was fine tuned from the second calibration curve in IntelliCurve
SCRDGC Software and applied to the Esko RIP to output a set of characterization plates
using the second test form with the same plate package. A new characterization data sheet
shown in Appendix E was built from measuring 30 samples of the second validation run
at solid ink density and 30% density for four colors and was used with the press run to
ensure the densities were within the tolerances. The strategy of this press run was to
ensure neutral at 50C40M40Y and ΔECMC was less than 2 for all four solid colors
between the final validation run and this characterization run. The results of the
measurements are in Table 25 below.

Table 25. Characterization Run Data for Comco Captain
ΔECMC
50C40M40Y
Target

K
1.58
a*
0.82
0.0 (±1.0)

C
0.78
b*
-1.71
-1.0 (±2.0)
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M
0.72

Y
0.48

The results showed that ΔECMC values were less than 2 for all four colors and
neutral gray was within target tolerance. Therefore, the press run was completed.
14. Creating an ICC Profile
A total of 30 samples in a row were numbered in sequence. An IT8.7/4
characterization target was measured by using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One iO with 2°
observer angle and D50 illuminant on a white backing. A total of 30 data sets were added
into GretagMacbeth MeasureTool to compute the average. An ICC profile was generated
using GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker 5.0.8. The settings in the ProfileMaker 5.0.8 are
listed in Table 26.

Table 26. Settings for Generating an ICC Profile for Comco Captain
Profile Size
Perceptual Rendering Intent
Gamut Mapping
Separation
Black Max
CMY Max
Black Start

Default
Paper-Colored Gray
LOGO Colorful
GCR2
100
360
12

Near Neutral Calibration Process on Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 in Taiwan
The researcher found a commercial sheetfed offset company and completed the
first press run to create a calibration curve for a Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 with the
Fuji thermoplates, the coated gloss paper and Soy Cervo ink set in Taiwan. However, due
to the production workflow in the company, the company was not able to apply the
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calibration curve to output a second set of calibrated plates for the validation run. The
second set of calibrated plates were output by an outside prepress house using Kodak
thermoplates. The entire calibration process could not be completed due to two different
types of plates and RIP systems were used. As a result, the researcher did not use the data
from the press run.

Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Process on Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 in
Kennesaw, GA
This research used Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Process to calibrate
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. Mr. Chuck Koehler who is the Senior Demonstrator and
Prinect Color Specialist at Heidelberg provided his expertise on the calibration
procedures and guided the researcher through the entire Heidelberg Near Neutral
Calibration Process. The detailed Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Process
procedures were in the following.
1. Test Form Preparation
The test form was edited from Heidelberg NNCP test form by adding two
P2P23× targets, two ISO SCID images, and an IT8.7/4 characterization target in Adobe
Illustrator CS2. The size of the test form was 35×25 inches as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Heidelberg NNCP Test Form

2. Substrates and Ink Set
SIGNATURE TRUE GLOSS TEXT paper with L* 95.49, a* 1.17, b* -6.57 of
the paper white was used. Table 27 shows the differences between ISO 12647-2 and the
gloss paper that was used for the study. The b* value was out of ISO 12647-2 tolerance.
The substrate used was not an ISO 12647-2 standard paper. ISO 2846-1 ink set from Toyo
was used.
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Table 27. Paper White Points among Gloss Paper and ISO
Signature True Gloss Text Paper White
L*
a*
b*
95.49
1.17
-6.57

ISO 12647-2 Paper White
L*
a*
b*
95
0
±3
±2

-2
±2

3. Un-Calibrated Plate Output
The Heidelberg Prinect MetaDimension RIP system was used to make a set of
un-calibrated plates. The output details are listed in Table 28.

Table 28. Plate Output Details for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 Press Run
Plate Type
Line Screen
Dot Shape
Screen Angle
Screen Type

Heidelberg Saphira Thermoplate
175 lpi
Elliptical
K105° C165° M45° Y0°
Heidelberg IS Classic

4. Ink Dry Back Testing
Due to the difference between the readings of wet ink density and dry ink
density, an ink dry back test was run on Heidelberg CD74 Inpress and a Heidelberg
PCM_Balance test form was used (Figure 16). The purpose of this test was to find a
target wet ink density for black, cyan, magenta, and yellow.
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Figure 16. Heidelberg PCM Balance Test Form

During the testing run, the press operator randomly pulled out one sample and
measured with Heidelberg Image Control to obtain density readings across the sheet. As
shown in Figure 17 below, the ink density was flat across the sheet. Each histogram
indicated an ink zone (or ink key on the press). Total of 23 ink zones were on the
Heidelberg CD74 Inpress. From the ink density diagram below, it would be hard to find a
target wet ink density when the ink dries back.
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Figure 17. 1st Wet Ink Density Diagram

The press operator added more density from left to right to all four colors to
run 150 sheets through the press and randomly pulled out one sample to measure the
density using Heidelberg Image Control. Figure 18 below shows that the ink density had
increased a lot from left to right. As a result, we had enough tolerance for the ink to dry
back and be able to find the target wet ink density.
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Figure 18. 2nd Wet Ink Density Diagram

The samples were dried overnight and one random sheet was selected to
collect the density readings using Heidelberg Image Control. The results of the density
readings are in Figure 19 below. From the Figure 19 below, we found that black, cyan,
and yellow inks dried back a lot when compared to the 2nd wet ink density diagram in
Figure 18.
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Figure 19. Dry Ink Density Diagram

To find the target wet ink density, a ΔE chart of the dry ink density associated
with the dry ink density diagram was used. From this ΔE chart (Figure 20), we looked for
the ΔE value equaled to 0 or closed to 0. We found that zone 13 for black, zone 9 for cyan,
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zone 8 for yellow, and zone 3 for magenta.

Figure 20. Dry Ink Density Average of 23 Zones

After the target dry ink zones were found for each color, we went back to the
2nd Wet Ink Density Average of Zone report (Figure 21) to correlate the ink zone. The
target wet ink density was 1.87 for black, 1.44 for cyan, 0.96 for yellow, and 1.56 for
magenta. From the Figure 19 Dry Ink Density Diagram, we noticed that the black ink at
zone 13 had negative dry back. The density difference between zone 13 and zone 14 was
0.06. Therefore, an half of the density difference (0.03) was added to 1.84, which equaled
to 1.87.
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Figure 21. 2nd Wet Ink Density Average Zone

5. First HD NNCP Run
The samples were run on a 7-color inline sheetfed offset lithographic press,
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 with a printing sequence of KCMY. The production
speed was 13,000 sheets per hour. The press operator randomly pulled out one sheet and
density readings were collected using Heidelberg Image Control. Then, appropriate
adjustments on the ink keys were made, 150 sheets were printed, and one sheet was
measured to obtain ink density readings. Our target wet ink density were 1.87 for black,
1.44 for cyan, 1.56 for magenta, and 0.96 for yellow. The results of the final wet ink
density of the calibration run are shown in Table 29 below.
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Table 29. Target Wet Ink Density v.s. Result Wet Ink Density
K
Target Wet Ink Density
Result Wet Ink Density
Difference

C
1.87
1.92
0.05

M
1.44
1.42
0.03

Y
1.56
1.52
0.04

0.96
0.95
0.01

The difference to the target wet ink density was slightly high at black. Mr.
Chuck Koehler suggested that those density values were close enough to establish a
calibration curve. Therefore, 500 sheets were printed at 13,000 sheets per hour production
speed and two sheets were randomly selected to collect IT8.7/4 characterization data
using Heidelberg Image Control. The measurement settings are in Table 30 below.

Table 30. Measurement Settings of Heidelberg Image Control
Density
Density Standard
Illuminant

Non-Polarized
ANSI T
D50

Test Illuminant
Observer
Delta E

A
2°
Delta E CIELab

6. Creating Calibration Curve
An ICC profile was generated in Heidelberg PrintOpen 5.2 from the averaged
two characterization data. The calibration curve was then created in Heidelberg Near
Neutral Calibration Utility V1.2. The calculation method of this utility was to open the
standard GRACoL2006_Coated 1 v2 profile and this profile will look into the result
profile to find where the combination of cyan, magenta, and yellow results in a neutral
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gray with 0 a*, -1 b*. Figure 22 was the screen capture of the Heidelberg Near Neutral
Calibration Utility. Under the View Results, there were ―Reference Printing Condition‖
and ―Process Calibration Condition‖, which indicated the GRACoL2006_Coated 1 v2
profile data and the result profile of this study. It can be seen that 25C19M19Y,
50C40M40Y, and 75C66M66Y had colorimetric values of 75.76 (L*) 0.24 (a*) -1.36 (b*),
57.77 (L*) -0.08 (a*) -1.44 (b*), and 39.54 (L*) -0.36 (a*) -0.63 (b*) for the
GRACoL2006_Coated 1 v2 profile. When this standard profile looked inside the result
profile of the study, it found that 23.7C16.5M15.0Y, 48.3C38.0M35.2Y, and
75.0C64.2M62.6Y had the closest colorimetric L*a*b* values to the standard profile.
Therefore, the calibration curve was generated based on this result.

Figure 22. Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Utility
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In addition, the utility had options to correct the paper white similar to the
IDEALink Curve Software. The ―Media Complete Correction‖ was used for paper white
correction in the utility for this study. This correction took 75% of the colorimetric
values of paper white for 25C19M19Y, took 50% of the colorimetric values of paper
white for 50C40M40Y, and took 25% of the colorimetric values of paper white for
75C66M66Y.
The calibration curve was then sent through CalibrationManager of the Prinect
MetaDimension RIP to Heidelberg Suprasetter 105 MCL to output a set of calibrated
plates for the second HD NNCP run. The output settings were the same as the first set of
un-calibrated plates in Table 28.
7. 2nd HD NNCP Run
The second run was conducted on the same press, Heidelberg Speedmaster
CD102. The same target wet ink density values were used, which were 1.87 for black,
1.44 for cyan, 1.56 for magenta, and 0.96 for yellow. The black density was slightly high
(Table 31). However, the measurements of 25C19M19Y, 50C40M40Y, and 75C66M66Y
showed that the press condition has been calibrated to neutral. As a result, it was decided
to run 500 sheets at 13,000 sheets per hour at this condition.

Table 31. Target Wet Ink Density v.s. Final Wet Ink Density
K
Target Wet Ink Density
Final Wet Ink Density
Difference

C
1.87
1.95
0.07

M
1.44
1.48
0.04
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Y
1.56
1.52
0.04

0.96
0.95
0.01

8. Sampling
A total of 30 sheets were collected from the second HD NNCP run. The
samples were then numbered in sequence from 1 to 30.
9. Instrumentation and Data Collection
An IT8.7/4 characterization target was measured by using a GretagMacbeth
Eye-ONE IO with 2° observer angle and D50 illuminant. A total of 30 characterization
data sets were collected.
10. Creating an ICC Profile
A total of 30 data sets were added into GretagMacbeth MeasureTool to
compute the average. An ICC profile was generated by using GretagMacbeth
ProfileMaker 5.0.8. The settings in the ProfileMaker 5.0.8 are listed in Table 32.

Table 32. Settings for Generating an ICC Profile for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
Profile Size
Perceptual Rendering Intent
Gamut Mapping
Separation
Black Max
CMY Max
Black Start

Default
Paper-Colored Gray
LOGO Colorful
GCR2
100
360
12

Data Collection
A total of 30 samples were systematically selected from each final press run. Data
was collected by using a GretagMacbeth Eye-One iO and a X-Rite 530 spectrodesitometr
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and was typed into Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Measurements included neutral density
of 50C40M40Y three color neutral gray, colorimetric a*b* values of 50C40M40Y three
color neutral gray, and trapping were measured by using a X-Rite 530. The instrument
settings of the X-Rite 530 are in Table 33 below.

Table 33. Instrument Settings for Taking the Measurements
Density Mode
Color Space
Observer Angle
Trap Formula
Densitometry

Absolute
L*a*b*
2°
Preucil
Status T

The density values were exported from GretagMacbeth MeasureTool. The data of
100%, 75%, 70%, and 50% of black, cyan, magenta, and yellow of two flexographic
processes and a sheedfed offset process were selected and entered into Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet to calculate print contrast and 50% tone value increase (Murray-Davies
equation was used to calculate 50% dot area) by using the following formulas:

70% Print Contrast = [(D100 – D70) / D100] × 100

(4)

75% Print Contrast = [(D100 – D75) / D100] × 100

(5)

50% Tone Value Increase = {[(1 – 10-D50) / (1 – 10-D100)] × 100}– 50

(6)
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The ΔE2000 color difference was generated by comparing IT8.7/4 characterization
data sets of different printing processes in GretagMacbeth MeasureTool. ICC profiles of
three different printing processes were opened in GretagMacbeth Profile Editor to
perform gamut comparisons.

Statistical Analysis
The Minitab 14.0 statistical analysis software package was used to perform the
descriptive statistics, one-sample t-test, and population proportion test and the SAS 9.1
statistical analysis software package was also used to perform ANOVA using the mixed
procedure and nonparametric test of Kruskal-Wallis to analyze the hypotheses in order to
answer the research questions.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Introductory Statement
This was an experimental study conducted to investigate and explore the Near
Neutral Calibration Process for different printing. The purposes of this study were:
1. To explore the color reproduction results of using the Near Neutral Calibration
Process for different printing processes.
2. To understand and examine the Near Neutral Calibration Process for different
printing processes.
3. To compare how different or similar the colors are among different printing
processes.
4. To recognize the current developed techniques and technologies in today’s
printing industry.
Input from 30 samples of each printing process was collected for data analysis.
The Minitab 14.0 statistic software package and Microsoft Excel 2003 spread sheet were
used for the analysis and the calculation. Descriptive statistic was applied to the data to
describe the basic features of the data in the study.

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics from Mintab 14.0 were used to summarize the data for each
measurement for each printing process.

Bobst 160
The measurements included the chroma value of the three-color gray at
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midtone, three-color gray neutral density at midtone, solid ink density of all four colors,
print contrast of all four colors, 50% tone value increase, and trapping of three two-color
overprints. Figure 23 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the chroma value of the
three-color gray for 50C40M40Y patch. The average was 1.44337, standard deviation
was 0.5329, and variance was 0.2840. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed and was slightly skewed to the right (p-value = 0.037).

Figure 23. Descriptive Statistics of Chroma Value for Three-Color Gray for Bobst 160

Figure 24 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the neutral print density for
three-color gray. The average was 0.61967, standard deviation was 0.01564, and variance
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was 0.00024. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.127).

Figure 24. Descriptive Statistics of Neutral Print Density for Three-Color Gray for Bobst 160

Figure 25 to Figure 28 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the solid ink
density. The average was 1.4350, standard deviation was 0.0387, and variance was
0.0015 for black solid ink density. The distribution of data was normally distributed
(p-value = 0.273). The average was 1.1433, standard deviation was 0.0318, and variance
was 0.0010 for cyan solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed and was skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005). The average was 1.1193,
standard deviation was 0.0430, and variance was 0.0018 for magenta solid ink density.
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The distribution of data was not normally distributed and was skewed to the right
(p-value < 0.005). The average was 0.90333, standard deviation was 0.02264, and
variance was 0.00051 for yellow solid ink density. The distribution of data was not
normally distributed and was skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005). In overall, the
distributions of data were skewed to the right for cyan, magenta, and yellow and normally
distributed for black.

Figure 25. Descriptive Statistics of Black Cyan Solid Ink Density for Bobst 160
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Figure 26. Descriptive Statistics of Cyan Solid Ink Density for Bobst 160

Figure 27. Descriptive Statistics of Magenta Solid Ink Density for Bobst 160
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Figure 28. Descriptive Statistics of Yellow Solid Ink Density for Bobst 160

Figure 29 to Figure 32 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the print contrast.
The average was 49.367, standard deviation was 1.401, and variance was 1.962 for black
print contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.267). The
average was 44.318, standard deviation was 2.385, and variance was 5.690 for cyan print
contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.094). The average
was 42.588, standard deviation was 1.836, and variance was 3.370 for magenta print
contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.566). The average
was 41.285, standard deviation was 1.836, and variance was 2.524 for yellow print
contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.065). In overall,
the distributions of data were normal for all four colors.
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Figure 29. Descriptive Statistics of Black Print Contrast for Bobst 160

Figure 30. Descriptive Statistics of Cyan Print Contrast for Bobst 160
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Figure 31. Descriptive Statistics of Magenta Print Contrast for Bobst 160

Figure 32. Descriptive Statistics of Yellow Print Contrast for Bobst 160
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Figure 33 to Figure 36 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the solid ink
density. The average was 19.010, standard deviation was 1.614, and variance was 2.606
for black 50% tone value increase. The distribution of data was normally distributed
(p-value = 0.888). The average was 17.849, standard deviation was 2.094, and variance
was 4.386 for cyan 50% tone value increase. The distribution of data was normally
distributed (p-value = 0.799). The average was 16.554, standard deviation was 1.892, and
variance was 3.580 for magenta 50% tone value increase. The distribution of data was
normally distributed (p-value = 0.157). The average was 15.690, standard deviation was
2.158, and variance was 4.656 for yellow 50% tone value increase. The distribution of
data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.186).

Figure 33. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Black Tone Value Increase for Bobst 160
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Figure 34. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Cyan Tone Value Increase for Bobst 160

Figure 35. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Magenta Tone Value Increase for Bobst 160
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Figure 36. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Yellow Tone Value Increase for Bobst 160

Figure 37 to Figure 39 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the trapping. The
average was 66.000, standard deviation was 4.712, and variance was 22.207 for red
trapping. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.767). The
average was 68.967, standard deviation was 5.295, and variance was 28.033 for green
trapping. The distribution of data was normal (p-value = 0.526). The average was 65.533,
standard deviation was 2.921, and variance was 8.533 for blue trapping. The distribution
of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.447). In overall, the distributions of data
were normally distributed for all thee two-color overprint trapping. Two-color overprint,
green had greater trapping value than the other two two-color overprint trapping.
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Figure 37. Descriptive Statistics of Red Trapping for Bobst 160

Figure 38. Descriptive Statistics of Green Trapping for Bobst 160
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Figure 39. Descriptive Statistics of Blue Trapping for Bobst 160

Comco Captain
This section discusses the descriptive statistics of the measurements from Comco
Captain press run. The measurements included the chroma value of the three-color gray
at midtone, three-color gray neutral density at midtone, solid ink density of all four colors,
print contrast of all four colors, 50% tone value increase, and trapping of three two-color
overprints..
Figure 40 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the chroma value of the
three-color gray for 50C40M40Y patch. The average was 1.9751, standard deviation was
0.3008, and variance was 0.0905. The distribution of data was normally distributed
(p-value = 0.310).
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Figure 41 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the neutral print density for
three-color gray. The average was 0.60900, standard deviation was 0.01348, and variance
was 0.00018. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value < 0.005).

Figure 40. Descriptive Statistics of Chroma Value for Three-Color Gray for Comco Captain
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Figure 41. Descriptive Statistics of Neutral Print Density for Three-Color Gray for Comco Captain

Figure 42 and Figure 43 summarize the descriptive statistics of the solid ink
density for black and cyan. The average was 1.4537, standard deviation was 0.0159, and
variance was 0.0003 for black solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed and was slightly skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005). The average was
1.2723, standard deviation was 0.0117, and variance was 0.0001 for cyan solid ink
density. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value = 0.010).
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Figure 42. Descriptive Statistics of Black Solid Ink Density for Comco Captain

Figure 43. Descriptive Statistics of Cyan Solid Ink Density for Comco Captain
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Figure 44 summarizes the descriptive statistic of the solid ink density for magenta.
The average was 1.1060, standard deviation was 0.0077, and variance was 0.0001 for
magenta solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value
< 0.005). Figure 45 summarized the descriptive statistic of the solid ink density for
yellow. The average was 1.0263, standard deviation was 0.0072, and variance was 0.0001
for yellow solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normal and was slightly
skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005). In overall, the distributions of data were not
normally distributed for all four colors in solid ink density.

Figure 44. Descriptive Statistics of Magenta Solid Ink Density for Comco Captain
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Figure 45. Descriptive Statistics of Yellow Solid Ink Density for Comco Captain

The average was 46.792, standard deviation was 2.210, and variance was 4.882
for black print contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value =
0.835). The average was 45.399, standard deviation was 0.712, and variance was 0.507
for cyan print contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value =
0.300). The average was 46.711, standard deviation was 1.277, and variance was 1.630
for magenta print contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value =
0.286). The average was 44.526, standard deviation was 1.399, and variance was 1.958
for yellow print contrast. The distribution of data was not normally distributed and was
skewed to the left (p-value = 0.035). The distributions of data were normally distributed
for black, cyan, and magenta and were skewed to the left for yellow (Figure 46 and 47).
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Figure 46. Descriptive Statistics of Black Print Contrast for Comco Captain

Figure 47. Descriptive Statistics of Cyan Print Contrast for Comco Captain
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Figure 48. Descriptive Statistics of Magenta Print Contrast for Comco Captain

Figure 49. Descriptive Statistics of Yellow Print Contrast for Comco Captain
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Figure 50 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the 50% black tone value
increase. The average was 19.868, standard deviation was 0.746, and variance was 0.557
for black 50% tone value increase. The distribution of data was not normally distributed
and was slightly skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005). Figure 51 summarizes the
descriptive statistics of the 50% cyan tone value increase. The average was 17.098,
standard deviation was 0.979, and variance was 0.959 for cyan 50% tone value increase.
The distribution of data was not normally distributed and was slightly skewed to the right
(p-value < 0.005).

Figure 50. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Black Tone Value Increase for Comco Captain
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Figure 51. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Cyan Tone Value Increase for Comco Captain

Figure 52 and Figure 53 summarize the descriptive statistics of the 50% magenta
and yellow tone value increase. The average was 11.390, standard deviation was 0.538,
and variance was 0.290 for magenta 50% tone value increase. The distribution of data
was not normally distributed (p-value < 0.005). The average was 9.1059, standard
deviation was 0.9046, and variance was 0.8183 for yellow 50% tone value increase. The
distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value < 0.005). In overall, the
distributions of data were not normally distributed for all four colors.
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Figure 52. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Magenta Yellow Tone Value Increase for Comco Captain

Figure 53. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Yellow Tone Value Increase for Comco Captain
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Figure 54 to Figure 56 summarize the descriptive statistics of the red, green, and
blue trapping. The average was 91.533, standard deviation was 1.592, and variance was
2.533 for red trapping. The distribution of data was not normally distributed and was
skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005). The average was 92.333, standard deviation was
1.446, and variance was 2.092 for green trapping. The distribution of data was not
normally distributed and was slightly skewed to the right (p-value = 0.020). The average
was 96.500, standard deviation was 1.635, and variance was 2.672 for blue trapping. The
distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value = 0.127). In overall, the
distributions of data were not normally distributed for red and green trapping and was
normally distributed for blue trapping.

Figure 54. Descriptive Statistics of Red Trapping for Comco Captain
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Figure 55. Descriptive Statistics of Green Trapping for Comco Captain

Figure 56. Descriptive Statistics of Blue Trapping for Comco Captain
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Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
This section discusses the descriptive statistics of the measurements from
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 press run. The measurements included the chroma value
of the three-color gray at midtone, three-color gray neutral density at midtone, solid ink
density of all four colors, print contrast of all four colors, 50% tone value increase, and
trapping of three two-color overprints..
Figure 57 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the chroma value of the
three-color gray for 50C40M40Y patch. The average was 0.97562, standard deviation
was 0.48293, and variance was 0.23322. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed and was skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005).

Figure 57. Descriptive Statistics of Chroma Value for Three-Color Gray for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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Figure 58 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the neutral print density for
three-color gray. The average was 0.60617, standard deviation was 0.00387, and variance
was 0.00001. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value < 0.005).

Figure 58. Descriptive Statistics of Neutral Print Density for Three-Color Gray for Heidelberg Speedmaster
CD102

Figure 59 and Figure 60 summarize the descriptive statistics of the solid ink
density for black and cyan. The average was 1.6253, standard deviation was 0.0073, and
variance was 0.0001 for black solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normal
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(p-value < 0.005). The average was 1.3047, standard deviation was 0.0097, and variance
was 0.0001 for cyan solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed and was slightly skewed to the right (p-value < 0.005).

Figure 59. Descriptive Statistics of Black Solid Ink Density for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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Figure 60. Descriptive Statistics of Cyan Solid Ink Density for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 61 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the solid ink density for
magenta. The average was 1.3920, standard deviation was 0.0106, and variance was
0.0001 for magenta solid ink density. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed (p-value < 0.005). Figure 62 summarized the descriptive statistics of the solid
ink density for yellow. The average was 0.92867, standard deviation was 0.00434, and
variance was 0.00002 for yellow solid ink density. The distribution of data was not
(p-value < 0.005) normally distributed for all four colors in solid ink density.
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Figure 61. Descriptive Statistics of Magenta Solid Ink Density for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 62. Descriptive Statistics of Yellow Solid Ink Density for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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The average was 41.223, standard deviation was 0.575, and variance was 0.330
for black print contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value =
0.146). The average was 43.713, standard deviation was 0.690, and variance was 0.476
for cyan print contrast. The distribution of data was normally distributed (p-value =
0.173). The average was 46, standard deviation was 0.545, and variance was 0.297 for
magenta print contrast. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value <
0.005). The average was 31.693, standard deviation was 0.598, and variance was 0.358
for yellow print contrast. The distribution of data was not normally distributed and was
skewed to the left (p-value < 0.005). The distributions of data were normal for black,
cyan and were not normally distributed for magenta and yellow (Figure 63 to 66).

Figure 63. Descriptive Statistics of Black Print Contrast for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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Figure 64. Descriptive Statistics of Cyan Print Contrast for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 65. Descriptive Statistics of Magenta Print Contrast for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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Figure 66. Descriptive Statistics of Yellow Print Contrast for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 67 and Figure 68 summarize the descriptive statistics of the 50% black and
cyan tone value increase. The average was 21.585, standard deviation was 0.505, and
variance was 0.255 for black. The distribution of data was not normally distributed
(p-value < 0.005). The average was 13.965, standard deviation was 0.516, and variance
was 0.267 for cyan. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value <
0.005).
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Figure 67. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Black Tone Value Increase for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 68. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Cyan Tone Value Increase for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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Figure 69 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the 50% magenta tone value
increase. The average was 14.417, standard deviation was 0.380, and variance was 0.145
for magenta 50% tone value increase. The distribution of data was not normally
distributed (p-value < 0.005). Figure 70 summarized the descriptive statistics of the 50%
yellow tone value increase. The average was 16.785, standard deviation was 0.542, and
variance was 0.293 for yellow. The distribution of data was not normally distributed
(p-value < 0.005). In overall, the distributions of data were not normally distributed for
all four colors. In addition, the normal distribution curves were significantly flat for cyan,
magenta, and yellow.

Figure 69. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Magenta Tone Value Increase for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
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Figure 70. Descriptive Statistics of 50% Yellow Tone Value Increase for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 71 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the red trapping. The average
was 73.000, standard deviation was 0.983, and variance was 0.966 for red trapping. The
distribution of data was not normally distributed and was skewed to the left (p-value <
0.005). Figure 72 and Figure 73 summarize the descriptive statistics of the green and blue
trapping. The average was 82.267, standard deviation was 1.112, and variance was 1.237
for green trapping. The distribution of data was not normal (p-value < 0.005). The
average was 67.567, standard deviation was 0.774, and variance was 0.599 for blue
trapping. The distribution of data was not normally distributed (p-value < 0.005). In
overall, the distributions of data were not normally distributed for all two-color overprint.
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Figure 71. Descriptive Statistics of Red Trapping for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

Figure 72. Descriptive Statistics of Green Trapping for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 102
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Figure 73. Descriptive Statistics of Blue Trapping for Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 102

Inferential Statistics
Inferential statistics were used to conclude from sample data what the population
parameter differences might be and the conclusions made in the next chapter. Different
inferential statistics from Minitab and SAS statistical software package were used to
make inferences from the data. With inferential statistics, this research tried to reach
conclusions that extend beyond the immediate data alone. From the results of descriptive
statistics in the previous section, it was found that some of the variables led to rejection
of the null hypothesize of the normality test. The distributions of some of the variables
were not normal. Additionally, the research did not show the variances are always equal
among three printing processes. Therefore, the mixed procedure from SAS was used to
compare means with weighted least squares to adjust for unequal variances. Due to some
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of the variables not being normally distributed, the nonparametric test of Kruskal-Wallis
and follow up comparison between groups based on rank sum scores was used to support
and verify the results of the mixed procedure in order to be more conservative about the
decisions.

Process Comparisons
Analysis of Variance using the Mixed Procedure and nonparametric test of
Kruskal-Wallis using the NPAR1WAY procedure from SAS 9.1 statistical analysis
software package were used to compare the three printing processes. Each hypothesis
was tested by using α=0.05.
Hypothesis 1
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
Ha: Not all means are equal
(µ1 indicated the mean chroma value of neutral gray of flexo direct-print corrugated
board, µ2 indicated the mean chroma value of neutral gray of flexo narrow-web, µ3
indicated the mean chroma value of neutral gray of lithographic printing process)
The p-value < .0001 was less than α=0.05 for the ANOVA F-test (Figure 74).
Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that there were differences for
mean chroma among three printing processes. In addition, the mean differences of
chroma among each pair of the three printing processes were different from each other
(each p-value ≤ .0008). The p-value < .0001 was less than α=0.05 for Kruskal-Wallis
Chi-Square test indicating process differences. Since the difference in rank sum scores for
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each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G), each process pair were different. Therefore,
the results of nonparametric test of Kruskal-Wallis supported the results of mixed
procedure that we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that there were differences
for means chroma among three printing processes.

Figure 74. The Mixed Procedure for Chroma

Hypothesis 2
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
Ha: Not all means are equal
(µ1 indicated the mean neutral print density of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2
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indicated the mean neutral print density of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean
neutral print density of lithographic printing process)
Figure 75 shows the results of the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure, the
p-value (<.0001) was less than α (0.05). Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to
conclude that not all mean neutral print density were equal among the three printing
processes. In addition, from Differences of Least Squares Means, we found that the mean
neutral print density were not different between the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 (p-value=0.2715), but were different for the other two pairs. The
p-value (0.0012) was less than α (0.05) for the nonparametric test of Kruskal-Wallis
Chi-Square test indicating process differences. Since the difference in rank sum scores for
the pair of the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 was less than 400
(Appendix G), indicating the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
were not different . Therefore, we would conclude that the pairs were different, but mean
neutral print density was not different between the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102.
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Figure 75. The Mixed Procedure for Neutral Print Density

Hypothesis 3
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
Ha: Not all means are equal
(µ1 indicated the mean solid ink density of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2
indicated the mean solid ink density of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean solid ink
density of lithographic printing process)
Figure 76 shows the results of the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure. The
p-value <.0001 was less than α (0.05) for the ANOVA F-test. Therefore, we would reject
the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean black solid ink density were equal. In
addition, the mean differences of black solid ink density among each pair of the three
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printing processes were different from each other (each p-value ≤ .0164). The p-value
< .0001 was less than α=0.05 for Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test indicating process
differences. However, the difference in rank sum scores was less than 400 for the pair of
the Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain (Appendix G), indicating the Bobst 160 and the
Comco Captain were not different. As a result, we would conclude that the pairs were
different, but mean black solid ink density was not different between the Bobst 160 and
the Comco Captain.

Figure 76. The Mixed Procedure for Black Solid Ink Density
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Figure 77 shows the results of the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure. The
p-value (<.0001) was less than α (0.05) for the ANOVA F-test. We would reject the null
hypothesis to conclude that not all mean cyan solid ink density were equal. Additionally,
the mean differences of cyan solid ink density among each pair of the three printing
process were different from each other (each p-value < .0001). The results of the
Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test (Appendix G) show that p-value (<.0001) was less than α
(0.05), indicating process differences and the difference in rank sum scores for each pair
was larger than 400, each process pair were different. Therefore, it supported the results
of the mixed procedure.

Figure 77. The Mixed Procedure for Cyan Solid Ink Density
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Figure 78 shows the results of the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure, the
p-value (<.0001) was less than α (0.05) for the ANOVA F-test. Therefore, we would
reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean magenta solid ink density were
equal among the three printing processes. Additionally, it can be found that the mean
differences of magenta solid ink density were not different between the Comco Captain
and the Bobst 160 (p-value=0.0981). The p-value from the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square
test was <.0001 and the difference in rank sum scores between the Bobst 160 and the
Comco Captain was less than 400 (Appendix G), which supported the results of the
mixed procedure.

Figure 78. The Mixed Procedure for Magenta Solid Ink Density
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The p-value was <.0001 for yellow solid ink density for the ANOVA F-test using
the mixed procedure (Figure 79). As the result, we would reject the null hypothesis to
conclude that not all mean yellow solid ink density were equal. In addition, the mean
differences of yellow solid ink density among each pair of the three printing processes
were different from each other (each p-value <.0001). The results of the Kruskal-Wallis
Chi-Square test (Appendix G) supported the results of the mixed procedure where the
p-value was <.0001 and the difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than
400, indicating each process pair were different.

Figure 79. The Mixed Procedure for Yellow Solid Ink Density
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Hypothesis 4
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
Ha: Not all means are equal
(µ1 indicated the mean print contrast of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2 indicated
the mean print contrast of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean print contrast of
lithographic printing process)
The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test (Figure 80), which was less than α
(0.05). As the result, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean
black print contrast were equal. In addition, the mean differences of black print contrast
among each pair of the three printing processes were different from each other (each
p-value < .0001). The p-value of the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test was <.0001
(Appendix G) and the difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than 400,
each process pair were different. Therefore, it supported the results of the mixed
procedure.
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Figure 80. The Mixed Procedure for Black Print Contrast

The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
81). Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean cyan
print contrast were equal. In addition, it can be found that the mean cyan print contrast
were not different between Bobst 160 and Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102,
p-value=0.1853 for the Differences of Least Squares Means. The p-value was <.0001 for
the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test and the difference in rank sum scores was larger than
400 for each pair (Appendix G), each process pair were different. As a result, we would
conclude from the Kruskal-Wallis test that all three pairs showed a difference in
distribution location, even though means were not different for the Bobst 160 and the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 pair.
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Figure 81. The Mixed Procedure for Cyan Print Contrast

The p-value was <.0001 for ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure 82).
Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean magenta
print contrast were equal. In addition, the mean differences of magenta print contrast
among each pair of the three printing processes were different from each other (each
p-value < .0001). The p-value was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test and the
difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G), each
process pair were different. The results of Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test supported the
results of the mixed procedure.
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Figure 82. The Mixed Procedure for Magenta Print Contrast

The p-value was <.0001 for ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure 83).
Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean yellow print
contrast were equal. The mean differences of yellow print contrast among each pair of the
three printing processes were different from each other (each p-value < .0001). The
p-value was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test and the difference in rank sum
scores for each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G), each process pair were different.
It supported the results of the mixed procedure.
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Figure 83. The Mixed Procedure for Yellow Print Contrast

Hypothesis 5
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
Ha: Not all means are equal
(µ1 indicated the mean trapping of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2 indicated the
mean trapping of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean trapping of lithographic
printing process)
The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure as
shown in Figure 84 below. Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude
that not all mean red trapping were equal. In addition, the mean differences of red
trapping among each pair of the three printing processes were different from each other
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(each p-value < .0001).The p-value was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test
and the difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G),
each process pair were different. As a result, it supported the results of the mixed
procedure.

Figure 84. The Mixed Procedure for Red Trapping

The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
85). We would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean green trapping
were equal. Moreover, the mean differences of green trapping among each pair of the
three printing processes were different from each other (each p-value < .0001). The
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results of the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test showed that the p-value was <.0001 and the
difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G), each
process pair were different. The results of Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Squarer test supported the
results of the mixed procedure.

Figure 85. The Mixed Procedure for Green Trapping

The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
86). We would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean blue trapping were
equal. Furthermore, the mean differences of blue trapping among each pair of the three
printing processes were different from each other (each p-value ≤ .0004). The p-value
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was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test and the difference in rank sum scores
for each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G), each process pair were different. As a
result, it supported the results of the mixed procedure.

Figure 86. The Mixed Procedure for Blue Trapping

Hypothesis 6
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
Ha: Not all means are equal
(µ1 indicated the mean 50% tone value increase of flexo direct-print corrugated board, µ2
indicated the mean 50% tone value increase of flexo narrow-web, µ3 indicated the mean
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50% tone value increase of lithographic printing process)
The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
87). We would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean black tone value
increase were equal. In addition, the mean differences of black tone value increase among
each pair of the three printing processes were different from each other (each p-value
≤ .0098).The p-value was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test and the
difference in rank sum scores for the pair of the Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain was
less than 400 (Appendix G). It did not support the results of the pair differences of the
mixed procedure. As a result, we would conclude that not all mean black tone value
increase were equal and the mean black tone value increase was not different between the
Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain pair.

Figure 87. The Mixed Procedure for Black Tone Value Increase
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The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
88). We would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean cyan tone value
increase were equal. Moreover, the mean differences were not different between the
Comco Captain and the Bobst 160 (p-value=0.0786). The p-value was <.0001 for the
Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test and the difference in rank sum scores was less than 400
for only one pair, the Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain (Appendix G). Therefore, the
results supported the results of the mixed procedure.

Figure 88. The Mixed Procedure for Cyan Tone Value Increase
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The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
89). As the result, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean
magenta tone value increase were equal. In addition, the mean differences of magenta
tone value increase among each pair of the three printing processes were different from
each other (each p-value < .0001). The p-value was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis
Chi-Square test and the difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than 400
(Appendix G), each process pair were different. Therefore, the results supported the
results of the mixed procedure.

Figure 89. The Mixed Procedure for Magenta Tone Value Increase
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The p-value was <.0001 for the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure (Figure
90). Therefore, we would reject the null hypothesis to conclude that not all mean yellow
tone value increase were equal. In addition, the mean differences of yellow tone value
increase among each pair of the three printing processes were different from each other
(each p-value ≤ .0084).The p-value was <.0001 for the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test
and the difference in rank sum scores for each pair was larger than 400 (Appendix G),
each process pair were different. The results supported the results of the mixed procedure.

Figure 90. The Mixed Procedure for Yellow Tone Value Increase
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ΔE2000 Color Difference Comparisons
Hypotheses 7 to 12 were tested using one-sample t-test with the hypothesized
mean difference equal to 4.57 to determine if the ΔE2000 color difference value between
two different printing processes were significantly different from each other.
Hypothesis 7
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between two different
flexographic printing processes)
The average ΔE2000 color difference between two different flexographic printing
processes was 3.31300. The p-Value was 1.000, which was greater than α=0.05.
Therefore, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis to conclude that the color difference
between two flexographic printing processes was not significant.

Figure 91. Bobst & Comco One-Sample T-Test
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Hypothesis 8
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the flexo direct-print
corrugated board and the lithographic printing process)
The average ΔE2000 color difference between the flexo direct-print corrugated
board and the lithographic printing processes was 3.29000. The p-Value was 1.000, which
was greater than α=0.05. Therefore, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis to
conclude that the color difference between the flexo direct-print corrugated board and the
lithographic printing processes was not significant.

Figure 92. Bobst & Heidelberg One-Sample T-Test
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Hypothesis 9
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the flexo
narrow-web and the lithographic printing process)
The average ΔE2000 color difference between the flexo narrow-web and the
lithographic printing processes was 3.52767. The p-Value was 1.000, which was greater
than α=0.05. Therefore, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis to conclude that the
color difference between the flexo narrow-web and the lithographic printing processes
was not significant.

Figure 93. Comco & Heidelberg One-Sample T-Test
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Hypothesis 10
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo direct-print corrugated board)
The average ΔE2000 color difference between the flexo direct-print corrugated
board and the GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification was 2.91000. The p-Value was 1.000,
which was greater than α=0.05. Therefore, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis to
conclude that the color difference between the flexo direct-print corrugated board and the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification was not significant.

Figure 94. Bobst & GRACoL2006_Coated1 Specification One-Sample T-Test
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Hypothesis 11
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the flexo narrow-web)
The average ΔE2000 color difference between the flexo narrow-web and the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification was 3.00600. The p-Value was 1.000, which was
greater than α=0.05. Therefore, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis to conclude
that the color difference between the flexo narrow-web and the GRACoL2006_Coated1
specification was not significant.

Figure 95. Comco & GRACoL2006_Coated1 Specification One-Sample T-Test
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Hypothesis 12
Ho: μΔE = 4.57
Ha: μΔE > 4.57
(μΔE indicated the mean of the ΔE2000 color difference value between the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification and the lithographic printing process)
The average ΔE2000 color difference between the sheetfed offset lithographic
printing process and the GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification was 1.90467. The p-Value
was 1.000, which was greater than α=0.05. Therefore, we would fail to reject the null
hypothesis to conclude that the color difference between the sheetfed offset lithographic
printing process and the GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification was not significant.

Figure 96. Heidelberg & GRACoL2006_Coated1 Specification One-Sample T-Test

Population Proportion Test
Hypothesis 13 was tested using Population Proportion Test to investigate the
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results of visual comparison among three different prints. The test proportion was 0.5
(50% of total responses).
Hypothesis 13
Ha: πyes > 0.5
Ho: πyes = 0.5
The p-value equals to 0.021 and less than α=0.05. Therefore, we would reject the
null hypothesis to conclude that the proportion of ―yes‖ responses was greater than 50%
of the total 30 responses. The related question was ―Would you accept the visual
differences among three prints?‖ It was found that the proportion of ―yes‖ responses was
greater than 50% of the total 30 responses. Therefore, more than an half of 30 participants
would accept the visual differences among three prints.

Figure 97. Population Proportion Test
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Color Gamut Comparisons
The ICC profiles were generated by GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker for all three
printing processes. The profiles were plotted into GretagMacbeth ProfileEditor for the
color gamut analysis. Figure 98 shows the 3-D color gamut comparisons between the
Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain. The color yellow indicated the gamut of the Comco
Captain, the color purple indicted the gamut of the Bobst 160. It was found that the Bobst
160 had a smaller gamut than the Comco Captain because corrugated board cannot
reproduce colors as saturated as the label substrate. The Comco Captain had more color
gamut at yellow to cyan region of shadows than the Bobst 160. The Bobst 160
reproduced slightly more colors at green and blue region.

Figure 98. Bobst 160 and Comco Captain 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons

Figure 99 shows the 3-D color gamut comparisons between the Bobst 160 and the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. The color green indicated the gamut of the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102, the color purple indicted the gamut of the Bobst 160. It was found
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that the Bobst 160 had a smaller gamut at range from magenta, yellow, to green for the
highlight region and at range from magenta to cyan for the shadow region than the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102.

Figure 99. Bobst 160 and Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons

Figure 100 shows the 3-D color gamut comparisons between the Comco Captain
and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. The color green indicated the gamut of the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102, the color yellow indicted the gamut of the Comco
Captain. It was found that the Comco Captain had a bigger gamut at yellow region than
the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102.
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Figure 100. Comco Captain and Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons

Figure 101 shows the 3-D color gamut comparisons between the Bobst 160 and
the GRACoL2006_Coated1. The GRACoL1006_Coated1 was the latest version of
characterization data set for the GRACoL 2007 Specification (General Requirements for
Applications in Commercial Offset Lithography). The color red indicated the gamut of
the GRACoL2006_Coated1, the color purple indicted the gamut of the Bobst 160. It was
found that the Bobst 160 had a smaller gamut at overall than the GRACoL2006_Coated1.

Figure 101. Bobst 160 and GRACoL2006_Coated1 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons
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Figure 101. Bobst 160 and GRACoL2006_Coated1 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons (Continued)

Figure 102 shows the 3-D color gamut comparisons between the Comco Captain
and the GRACoL2006_Coated1. The color red indicated the gamut of the
GRACoL2006_Coated1, the color yellow indicted the gamut of the Comco Captain. It
was found that the Comco Captain had a smaller gamut at range from magenta, cyan to
green region than the GRACoL2006_Coated1.

Figure 102. Comco Captain and GRACoL2006_Coated1 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons
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Figure 102. Comco Captain and GRACoL2006_Coated1 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons (Continued)

Figure 103 shows the 3-D color gamut comparisons between the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 and the GRACoL2006_Coated1. The color red indicated the gamut
of the GRACoL2006_Coated1, the color green indicted the gamut of the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102. It was found that the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 had a slightly
smaller gamut in overall than the GRACoL2006_Coated1.

Figure 103. Heidelberg and GRACoL2006_Coated1 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons
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Figure 103. Heidelberg and GRACoL2006_Coated1 3-D Color Gamut Comparisons (Continued)
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introductory Statement
This was an experimental study. The Near Neutral Calibration Process was
implemented in three different printing processes. The purposes of this study were:
1. To explore the color reproduction results of using the Near Neutral Calibration
Process for different printing processes.
2. To understand and examine the Near Neutral Calibration Process for different
printing processes.
3. To compare how different or similar the colors are among different printing
processes.
4. To recognize the current developed techniques and technologies in today’s
printing industry.
Input from 30 samples of each printing process was collected for data analysis.
The mixed procedure from SAS was used to compare means with weighted least squares
to adjust for unequal variances and the nonparametric test of Kruskal-Wallis follow up
comparison between groups based on rank sum scores was used to verify the results of
the mixed procedure. The one-sample t-test was used to test the significance of ΔE2000
color difference values, and the 3-D color gamuts were plotted to compare the range of
colors.

Conclusions
According to the results and findings in Chapter IV, this section makes
conclusions of the research and provides recommendations for future research.
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Eight sub-sections were included and they were Chroma of Three-Color Neutral Gray,
Neutral Print Density, Solid Ink Density, Print Contrast, 50% Tone Value Increase, and
Trapping.

Chroma of Three-Color Neutral Gray
According to the hypothesis testing, there were statistically significant differences
for each of three pairs (Bobst 160 & Comco Captain, Bobst 160 & Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102, and Comco Captain & Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102) for the
mean chroma at mid-tone three-color neutral gray. The difference between the Bobst 160
and the Comco Captain and between the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg Speedmaster
CD102 were significantly large. It was interesting that the difference between the Bobst
160 and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 was small. The Bobst had the greatest
overall data range among three printing processes. The measurements of chroma of
mid-tone three-color neutral gray had a wider distribution for the Bobst 160 than the
other two printing processes.

Neutral Print Density
According to the hypothesis testing, there was a statistically significant difference
among these three different printing processes for the mean neutral print density of
50C40M40Y three-color neutral gray. In addition, it was found that there was no
statistically significant difference between the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 for the mean neutral print density and the difference was only
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0.002833. The Bobst 160 had the greatest variance and the Heidelberg Speedmaster
CD102 had the least variance of the neutral print density measurements. The Bobst 160
also had a wider data distribution than the other two printing processes.

Solid Ink Density
The data of the Bobst 160 tended to skew to the right for all four colors, which
indicated that the Bobst 160 produced more low solid ink density measurements than
high solid ink density measurements. The Bobst 160 tends to have lower solid ink density
for black, cyan, and yellow than the other two printing processes, but higher solid ink
density for magenta. The magenta printed slightly higher for the Bobst 160 than the other
two printing processes. This difference is attributed to the substrate used on the Bobst 160,
corrugated board. It could also caused by the sampling procedure. It was found that there
were significant differences among three printing processes for means solid ink density of
all four colors (black, cyan, magenta, and yellow). However, it was also found that there
were no differences for mean black solid ink density between the Bobst 160 and the
Comco Captain and mean magenta solid ink density between the Bobst 160 and the
Comco Captain. The Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain are both flexographic printing
presses. The differences were 0.01867 for black solid ink density and were 0.01333 for
magenta solid ink density.
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Print Contrast
There were statistically significant differences for mean print contrast of all four
colors among three printing processes. Moreover, each of three pairs (Bobst 160 &
Comco Captain, Bobst 160 & Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102, and Comco Captain &
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102) was significantly different for all four colors. The data
distributions were normal for all four colors of the Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain.
The distributions of the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 were normal for black and cyan,
but were not normal for magenta and yellow. The Bobst 160 had larger variance than the
other two printing processes. Again, this is likely because the substrate used was the
corrugated board.

50% Tone Value Increase
There were significant differences for mean 50% tone value increase of all four
colors among three printing processes. It was found that there were no significant
differences for mean 50% tone value increase of black and cyan between the Bobst 160
and the Comco Captain. The difference was 0.86 for black and was 0.75 for cyan. The
data distributions were not normal for both the Comco Captain and the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102. The measurements tended to skew to the right for the Comco
Captain and skew to the left for the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. This could be
caused by the sampling procedure, which was selected directly from the first 30 sheets
after the presses were warmed up. The Bobst 160 had the greatest variance and the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 had the least variance.
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Trapping
There were statistically significant differences for mean trapping among three
printing processes. In addition, the differences occurred in each of three pairs (Bobst 160
& Comco Captain, Bobst 160 & Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102, and Comco Captain &
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102) for all three colors trapping. As the results, these three
printing processes were different from each other for mean trapping. The data distribution
was normal for the Bobst 160, which the data spread out evenly across the overall data
range. On the other hand, the data distribution was not normal for the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102; there were several significant peaks through the overall data range.
The Bobst 160 had the greatest variance for the means trapping and the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 had the least variance for the mean trapping. The variances ranged
from 8.533 to 28.033 for the Bobst 160 and were range from 0.599 to 1.237 for the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. Trapping measures how well the second color ink
overprints the first color ink. The Bobst 160 used water-based inks and the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 used oil-based inks. The chemistries used for these two types of ink
were different; it resulted in different trapping outcomes.

ΔE2000 Color Difference
ΔE2000 color difference value indicates how different the colors are between two
printing results. The larger the number – the greater the color difference. The smaller the
number – the less the color difference. In addition, there are different equations for
calculating color difference, such as ΔEab, ΔE94, ΔE2000, and ΔECMC. This study used
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ΔE2000 because it was recommended by an industry expert (Dr. Mark Mazur). From the
hypothesis testing, it was found that there was not enough evidence to conclude that there
was a significant color difference between the Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain. There
was no significant color difference between these two printing systems. The average
ΔE2000 color difference was 3.17. Figure 104 shows the result of the ΔE2000 between two
processes. The yellow squares show the worst 10%, with a ∆E2000 of 7.79, and that one
can observe that they occur in the shadow region of the three- and four-color overprints,
especially at 100% yellow and different tints of magenta and cyan, 85% yellow and
different tints of magenta and cyan, 100% yellow 20% black and different tints of
magenta and cyan, 100% yellow 40% black and different tints of magenta and cyan,
100% yellow 60% black and different tints of magenta and cyan. The greatest color
differences happened in three color overprints, where were the 100% yellow and different
tints of magenta and cyan combinations. At three-color neutral gray scale, the Comco
Captain measured more yellowish gray at the shadows. The significant color difference
happened at yellow and different tints of magenta and cyan combinations between the
Bobst 160 and Comco Captain.
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Figure 104. ΔE2000 between Bobst 160 and Comco Captain

According to the hypothesis testing in Chapter IV, it was found that there was not
enough evidence to conclude that there was a significant color difference between the
Bobst 160 and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. No significant color difference
between these two printing systems was found. The average ΔE2000 color difference was
3.28. Figure 105 shows the result of the ΔE2000 between two processes. The worst 10%
was with a ∆E2000 of 6.45. The yellow squares were more spread out when compared to
the results of the Bobst 160 and the Comco Captain. The greatest color differences
happened in three color overprints, where were the 70% yellow and different tints of
magenta and cyan combinations.
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Figure 105. ΔE2000 between Bobst 160 and Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

It was found from the hypothesis testing that there was not enough evidence to
conclude there was a significant color difference between the Comco Captain and the
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102. There was no significant color difference between these
two printing systems. The average ΔE2000 color difference was 3.52. Figure 106 shows the
result of the ΔE2000 between two processes. The worst 10% was with a ∆E2000 of 8.59, and
one can observe that they occur in the shadow region of the three- and four-color
overprints. The greatest color differences happened in three color overprints, where were
the 100% yellow and different tints of magenta and cyan combinations, 85% yellow and
different tints of magenta and cyan combinations and also four colors including black. At
three-color neutral gray scale, the Comco Captain measured more yellowish gray at the
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shadows, while the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 measured more neutral gray at the
shadows. The significant color difference happened in the shadows where the yellow and
different tints of magenta and cyan combinations were located.

Figure 106. ΔE2000 between Comco Captain and Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102

The result of the hypothesis testing has shown that there was not sufficient
evidence to conclude that there was a significant color difference between the Bobst 160
and the GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification data set. There was no significant color
difference between the direct-print flexographic printing process and the commercial
lithography specification. The average ΔE2000 color difference was 2.79. Figure 107
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shows the result of the ΔE2000 between the direct-print flexography and the commercial
lithography specification. The worst 10% was with a ∆E2000 of 5.40, and one can observe
that they occur in the shadow region of the three- and four-color overprints. The greatest
color differences happened in three color overprints, where are located at 100% yellow
and different tints of magenta and cyan combinations.

Figure 107. ΔE2000 between Bobst 160 and GRACoL2006_Coated1

According to the hypothesis testing in Chapter IV, it was found that there was not
sufficient evidence to conclude that there was a significant color difference between the
Comco Captain and the GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification data set. There was no
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significant color difference between the narrow-web flexography and the commercial
lithography specification. The average ΔE2000 color difference was 2.96. Figure 108
shows the result of the ΔE2000 between the narrow-web flexography and the commercial
lithography specification. The worst 10% was with a ∆E2000 of 6.91, and one can observe
that they occur in the shadow region of the three- and four-color overprints, where were
100% yellow and different tints of magenta and cyan combinations and 85% yellow and
different tints of magenta and cyan combinations. The greatest color differences
happened in three color overprints, where are located at the 85% yellow and different
tints of magenta and cyan combinations.

Figure 108. ΔE2000 between Comco Captain and GRACoL2006_Coated1
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It was found that there was not enough evidence to conclude that there was a
significant color difference between the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 and the
GRACoL2006_Coated1 specification data set. The GRACoL2006 is a specification that
is based on commercial sheetfed offset lithography and the Heidelberg Speedmaster
CD102 is a commercial sheetfed offset lithographic printing press. The average ΔE2000
color difference was 1.89. The worst 10% was with a ∆E2000 of 3.46, and one can observe
that they occurred in the shadow region of the three-color and four-color overprints and
highlight region of the three-color overprints. The greatest color differences happened in
three color overprints, where the 100% yellow and different tints of magenta and cyan
combinations and also four colors including black (Figure 109).

Figure 109. ΔE2000 between Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 and GRACoL2006_Coated1
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It can be concluded that the greatest color difference among those three different
printing systems occurred in the shadow region of three-color and four-color overprints.
When compared each of three printing system to the GRACoL2006_Coated1
characterization data set, it was found that both flexographic printing systems (Bobst 160
and Comco Captain) had the greatest color difference in the shadow region of three-color
and four-color overprints and the commercial sheetfed offset lithographic printing system
(Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102) had the greatest color difference at the shadow and
highlight regions of three-color overprints. This could be caused by the differences of
calculating the calibration curve. When the calibration curves were calculated from the
IDEALink Curve Software for the both narrow-web flexography and direct-print
corrugated flexography, the gray correction used was to take 50% of the paper white of
the substrate. On the other hand, the Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Utility took
75% of the paper white of the substrate for the 25% gray, 50% of the paper white of the
substrate for the 50% gray, and 25% of the paper white of the substrate for the 75% gray
for the commercial sheetfed offset lithography.

Color Gamut Comparison
The color gamut of the Bobst 160 was significantly smaller than the Comco
Captain and the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102, especially at highlights. Due to the
printability and capability of the corrugated board, it was not able to reproduce the color
as saturated as the other two printing systems. The color gamut of the Comco Captain
was similar to the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102, but was slightly larger in yellow
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regions than other two printing systems. When compared the color gamut of those three
printing systems with GRACoL2006_Coated1, it was found that the Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 had very similar color gamut with GRACoL2006_Coated1. The
GRACoL2006_Coated1 was the newest standard characterization data set for commercial
sheetfed offset lithographic printing with coated 1 paper substrate. The Heidelberg
Speedmaster CD102 was the commercial sheetfed offset lithographic press. As the result,
the color gamut of the Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 was relatively similar to this
GRACoL standard. It was interesting that the Comco Captain had a similar color gamut
to the GRACoL standard. The Comco Captain is a flexo narrow-web press, which is a
completely different printing process with a different press configuration and ink
formulation.

Visual Comparisons
It was found that the proportion of ―yes‖ responses was greater than 50% of the
total 30 responses. Over 50% of the total 30 participants answered that ―yes, they would
accept the visual differences among three prints‖. In addition, there were 18 males and 12
females and more of males said no than females. During this experiment, three prints
evaluated in the standard D50 light booth. Each participant was told to not look at the
quality of the prints, but look at the color difference visually on two ISO SCID pictures
among three prints for the comparison. The Silverware SCID picture was the major
concern for those participants who said no.
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Summary Conclusions
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test using the NPAR1WAY
procedure supported the results of the ANOVA F-test using the mixed procedure to test
hypothesis 1 to hypothesis 6. Therefore, for each hypothesis tested the three processes
were found to not all have the same means. However, the results of comparison between
pairs of processes did not completely agree with the results of the ANOVA F-test using
the mixed procedure for hypothesis 3, 4, and 6. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis
Chi-Square test were used to be confirm the results of the ANOVA F-test in concluding
that the three printing processes were different because some of the variables were not
normally distributed and the Kruskal-Wallis Chi-Square test compares distribution
location without requiring they be normal distributions.
Several validation runs were required to achieve G7TM NPDC (Neutral Print
Density Curve) for both Bobst 160 and Comco Captain flexographic trail runs. During
these validation trial runs, the researcher found that it was difficult to target the solid ink
density of the calibration run due to changes in viscosity and pH in the water-based inks
over the time. Therefore, a kit of extender and a kit of process color’s base/dispersion
associated with the ISO 2846-5 were provided from the same ISO 2846-5 ink provider
(Color Resolutions International) to adjust the ink whenever it was needed. The different
solid ink densities of the final validation run and the calibration run ranged from 0.02 to
0.04 for the flexo narrow-web press (Comco Captain), where black had the greater
density difference than the other three colors. The different solid ink densities of the final
validation run and the calibration run ranged from 0.01 to 0.02 for the flexo direct-print
corrugated press (Bobst 160), where cyan and magenta had the greater density difference
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than the other two colors. The different solid ink densities of the final validation run and
the calibration run ranged from 0.03 to 0.06 for the sheetfed offset lithographic press
(Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102), where cyan had the greater density difference than the
other three colors. Overall, the differences of solid ink densities were within those three
printing processes’ tolerances.
From the descriptive statistics in Chapter IV, it was found that the Bobst 160 had
the most variance for the overall measurements of print attributes among the three
printing systems. The Bobst 160 is a direct-print corrugated press. The substrate used in
this study was an E-flute coated corrugated board. As a result, the flute between the top
and the bottom liners likely caused the variations of stability on the print attributes. This
also resulted in rejecting the null hypotheses for most of the print attributes among these
three printing systems. It was found that the reproduced colors were not significantly
different among these three printing systems. In addition, there were limitations and
capabilities of each of the three compared printing processes. It was not possible to
reproduce colors and two ISO SCID images identically among three printing processes.
This was confirmed by 30 participants when the visual comparisons experiment was
conducted. The purpose of the study was to implement the custom near neutral
calibration process to three different printing processes to bring the colors as close as
possible to reduce the visual differences on two ISO SCID images. As the results, the
quality of the prints was not the concern for this study.
The print attributes performed very differently among those three printing systems.
As can be seen in Table 34 below, the major print attributes (solid ink density, print
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contrast, and 50% tone value increase) were different across the printing processes and
were different when compared to the BRIDG’S General Printing Guidelines 2007 Edition.
The guidelines were established based on the G7TM Specification. Print attributes were
used as process control factors on the press and were also used as the attributes to
indicate the quality of the printing process. As those print attributes resulted in
differences, the results of specific colors were similar among these three different printing
systems and were also similar to the GRACoL2006_Coated1, where the average ΔE2000
color difference values were less than 4 (Table 35 below). Consequently, different
printing systems perform and print differently. By implementing the Near Neutral
Calibration Process, different printing systems are able to reproduce colors similarly.

Table 34. The Comparisons between Study and General Printing Guidelines
General Printing Guidelines 2007 Edition
GRACoL2006_Coated1
Solid Ink Density
Study (Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102)
FIRST (Wide Web Coated Multiwall)
Study (Bobst 160)
FIRST (Narrow Web Coated Paper)
Study (Comco Captain)
GRACoL2006_Coated1
Study (Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102)
Print Contrast
FIRST (Wide Web Coated Multiwall)
Study (Bobst 160)
FIRST (Narrow Web Coated Paper)
Study (Comco Captain)
GRACoL2006_Coated1
Study (Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102)
FIRST (Wide Web Coated Multiwall)
50%
Tone Value Increase
Study (Bobst 160)
FIRST (Narrow Web Coated Paper)
Study (Comco Captain)
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K
C
M
Y
1.70
1.40
1.50
1.05
1.63
1.30
1.39
0.93
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.00
1.44
1.14
1.12
0.90
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.00
1.45
1.27
1.11
1.03
40-45% 35-40% 35-40% 30-35%
41
44
45
32
≥20%
≥20%
≥20%
≥15%
49
44
43
41
≥20%
≥20%
≥20%
≥15%
47
45
47
45
20%
17%
17%
16%
22
14
14
17
<5% spread between 3/colors
19
18
17
16
<5% spread between 3/colors
20
17
11
9

Table 35. Results of ΔE2000 among Different Pairs Comparisons of the Study
Pairs Comparisons
Bobst 160 & Comco Captain
Bobst 160 & Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
Comco Captain & Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102
Bobst 160 & GRACoL2006_Coated1
Comco Captain & GRACoL2006_Coated1
Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102 & GRACoL2006_Coated1

ΔE2000
3.17
3.28
3.52
2.79
2.96
1.89

When compare the colors among all three printing systems and to GRACoL 2007,
the ΔE2000 color difference values were within 4 for all the different pairs of comparisons
(Table 35 above). While the color gamuts of those three printing systems were very
different, the ΔE2000 color difference values were small such that there were no
significance differences for them. If we were to print un-calibrated plates on each press
(Bobst 160, Comco Captain, and Heidelberg Speedmaster CD102), the color difference
would be considerably greater. By implementing the Near Neutral Calibration Process to
calibrate the presses to neutral, the color difference can be reduced tremendously among
the printing systems. In other words, an acceptable appearance match across the printing
processes can be achieved by using the Near Neutral Calibration Process.
The Near Neutral Calibration Processes used in this study were different for each
three different printing systems. The strategies and calibration processes were the same
for both flexographic printing systems (Bobst 160 and Comco Captain). The P2P
(proof-to-press) target was used and measured to generate the calibration curve by
IDEALink Curve Software. The software took 50% of the paper white for the whole
three-color gray scale when calculating the gray balance. On the other hand, the
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Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Process (HD NNCP) was used for the sheetfed
offset lithographic printing system. The HD NNCP used the industry common
characterization target, IT8.7/4 or ECI 2002 to generate the calibration curve. The
calibration curve was calculated by using the standard characterization data set
(GRACoL2006_Coated1) in the Heidelberg Near Neutral Calibration Utility to find
where the colorimetric L*a*b* values match the standard characterization data set and
correspond to the CMY dot percentage combinations in the resulting IT8.7/4
characterization data set. In addition, the HD Near Neutral Calibration Utility took 75%
of the paper white for 25% three-color gray, 50% of the paper white for 50% three-color
gray, and 25% of the paper for 75% three-color gray when calculating gray balance. The
theory behind the G7TM calibration methodology from Calibrating, Printing and Proofing
by the G7TM Method documentation was to print to neutral at 50% three-color gray. This
study implemented the custom calibration processes in two flexographic printing systems
and one sheetfed offset lithographic printing system to bring the colors close among these
three different printing systems and close to the GRACoL2006_Coated1 color profile. As
a result, there is not only one methodology to achieve the GRACoL specification. Printers
can modify or establish their own Near Neutral Calibration Process and still can bring the
colors close to the GRACoL specification.
To conclude, the overall results and findings of this Near Neutral Calibration
Process experiment, gray balance was the major factor controlling the color reproduction.
The Near Neutral Calibration Process was used to calibrate the flexo direct-print
corrugated press, the flexo narrow-web press, and the commercial sheetfed offset
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lithographic press to be able to reproduce colors close to the GRACoL specification and
reduce the color differences among the systems. It is important to recognize that this
research used non ISO standard substrate for all three printing systems. The results had
shown that the Near Neutral Calibration Process was able to calibrate these three printing
systems to reproduce similar colors. In addition, during the Near Neutral Calibration
Process experiment, the researcher adjusted the calibration curves for each set of
calibrated plates between each validation run with the Comco Captain (flexo narrow-web
press). As a result, the calibration curves can be fine tuned to meet the G7TM Neutral Print
Density Curve (NPDC). This research required several validation runs for both
flexographic printing presses to achieve the G7TM NPDC because the density was not
easy to control using water-based inks. In flexography, a bump curve was used in the to
solve highlight reduction issues. The IDEALink Curve Software was developed based on
commercial offset lithography. The curve that was calculated from the IDEALink Curve
Software might not applicable to the flexography. For example, it might cause loss of
highlight dots in flexography. A new calibration process to the RIP system might be
needed to adjust the bump curve in order to apply the IDEALink calibration curve.

Recommendations
This study used the custom Near Neutral Calibration Processes for three specified
printing systems. The processes might not be generalized to all other printing systems
around the world. However, they could be used as the references when the custom Near
Neutral Calibration Processes were needed for other printing systems. Based upon the
findings and conclusions of the study, recommendations are proposed for future research,
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other applications, and practice.

Recommendations for Research
Future research is recommended to focus on the minimum dot issue of
flexography. Holding minimum dot in flexography is critical. Testing is needed to
discover a solution for minimum dot problem when IDEALink Curve Software is used to
calculate the calibration curve. This research had used non ISO standard substrate (coated)
and standard ISO ink sets for all three printing systems. It is recommended that non ISO
standard ink sets and non ISO standard substrate (un-coated) be used with the Near
Neutral Calibration Process. It is also recommended to implement the Near Neutral
Calibration Process for other different printing systems, such as gravure printing process,
digital printing systems, and screen printing process.

Recommendations for Practice
The custom Near Neutral Calibration Processes were recommended to the
printing industry. The G7TM Calibration Methodology is the Near Neutral Calibration
Process that works for commercial sheetfed offset printers when an ISO standard ink set
and ISO standard coated paper are used. However, the printing environment often differs
from this ideal perfect standard condition. Printers should establish their own Near
Neutral Calibration Processes that work best for their production workflows. Different
printing systems using different components, press configurations, inking systems, and
operations could require different Near Neutral Calibration Processes.
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Appendix A

Press Characterization Report for Bobst 160

The major equipment used in this experimental work was listed below.
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Appendix B

Press Characterization Report for Comco Captain

The major equipment used in this experimental work was listed below.
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Appendix C
Characterization Data Sheet for 1st Validation Run of Comco Captain

The results of press run data were listed below.

Comco G7 Characterization Data for 1st Validation Run
(no G7 Calibration Curve, with ―jks_bump_8_14_07.scrdgc‖ Curve)
Substrate:
Fasson Cast Gloss Label Elite
Press Speed:
Plate Type:

150 FPM
DFH .067

Station 3
pH

Black
9.03

9.0

9.0-10.0

Vis. #3 Zahn

12

13

12-17

SID

1.56

1.52

30% Density

0.31

Station 4
pH

Line Screen

150

Angle

45

+/- .08

Anilox

800/2.0-1

0.32

+/- .03

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Cyan
10.10

9.8

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

16

14

12-17

Angle

15

SID

1.38

1.44

+/- .09

Anilox

800/2.02-2

30% Density

0.30

0.33

+/- .02

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Station 5
pH

Magenta
9.10

9.2

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

15

13

12-17

Angle

75

SID

1.28

1.18

+/- .08

Anilox

800/2.08-3

30% Density

0.29

0.27

+/- .02

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Station 6
pH

Yellow
8.90

9.0

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

13

12

12-17

Angle

0

SID

1.07

1.00

+/- .03

Anilox

800/2.08-4

30% Density

0.27

0.23

+/- .03

Stickyback

3M E1315H
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Appendix D
Characterization Data Sheet for 2nd Validation Run of Comco Captain

The results of press run data were listed below.

Comco G7 Characterization Data for 2nd Validation Run
(with ―jks_bump_8_14_07_Edit_Label.scrdgc‖ Curve)
Substrate:
Fasson Cast Gloss Label Elite
Press Speed:
Plate Type:

150 FPM
DFH .067

Station 3
pH

Black
9.00

Vis. #3 Zahn

13

SID

1.52

1.52

30% Density

0.32

Station 4
pH

9.05

Line Screen

150

Angle

45

+/- .04

Anilox

800/2.0-1

0.34

+/- .02

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Cyan
9.80

9.18

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

14

16.97

12-17

Angle

15

SID

1.44

1.36

+/- .03

Anilox

800/2.02-2

30% Density

0.33

0.27

+/- .02

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Station 5
pH

Magenta
9.20

9.02

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

13

Angle

75

SID

1.18

1.19

+/- .02

Anilox

800/2.08-3

30% Density

0.27

0.27

+/- .01

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Station 6
pH

Yellow
9.00

8.73

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

12

12.09

12-17

Angle

0

SID

1.00

1.03

+/- .02

Anilox

800/2.08-4

30% Density

0.23

0.32

+/- .02

Stickyback

3M E1315H

13

19

9.0-10.0
12-17

12-17
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Appendix E

Characterization Data Sheet for Characterization Run of Comco Captain

The results of press run data were listed below.

Four Color Characterization Data for Characterization Run
(with ―jks_bump_8_14_07_2ndEdit_Label.scrdgc‖ Curve)
Substrate:
Fasson Cast Gloss Label Elite
Press Speed:
Plate Type:

150 FPM
DFH .067

Station 3
pH

Black
9.05

9.08

9.0-10.0

Vis. #3 Zahn

13

14.12

12-17

SID

1.52

1.57

30% Density

0.34

Station 4
pH

Line Screen

150

Angle

45

+/- .03

Anilox

800/2.0-1

0.34

+/- .02

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Cyan
9.18

9.11

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

16.97

16

Angle

15

SID

1.36

1.30

+/- .03

Anilox

800/2.02-2

30% Density

0.27

0.29

+/- .01

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Station 5
pH

Magenta
9.02

9.13

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

19

15.47

12-17

Angle

75

SID

1.19

1.16

+/- .02

Anilox

800/2.08-3

30% Density

0.27

0.27

+/- .01

Stickyback

3M E1315H

Station 6
pH

Yellow
8.73

8.70

9.0-10.0

Line Screen

150

Vis. #3 Zahn

12.09

13.25

12-17

Angle

0

SID

1.03

1.06

+/- .02

Anilox

800/2.08-4

30% Density

0.22

0.24

+/- .01

Stickyback

3M E1315H

12-17
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Appendix F
IRB Certificate of Completion

Completion of protection of human research subjects from IRB
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Appendix G

The Nonparametric Test of Kruskal-Wallis

Results of the nonparametric test of Kruskal-Wallis from SAS statistical software
package
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